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Become a Fighter Jet Pilot
A once in a lifetime jet fighter experience. You'll head to an former communist air base in the Czech Republic,
where you'll be briefed before stepping into the L29 fighter jet. The pilot will get you familiar with the cockpit
and the controls before you head off for you flight. A fast take off will push you back in to your seat and then the
aerobatics will start pulling huge G-forces, you'll feel like a real fighter pilot hitting speeds over 650 kph.
You'll experience Zero gravity, rolls, loop the loops, steep climbs and fly pasts to make this an adrenaline filled
experience.
The total duration of the experience is about 2 hours (including pre- flight briefing with an experienced fighter
pilot + the actual flight _ after – flights briefing) – The flight duration is 15 minutes. The difficulty level and the
flight’s program can be discussed with the pilot and modified based on your desires and physical condition.
*Various dates, please enquire

Prices start from £870
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This is the trip of a lifetime, and only for those with a true sense
of adventure. From Kathmandu in Nepal you’ll fly into the
Himalayas, touching down at magical sites along the way. After
refuelling at Lukla, you’ll head up to a mountain lodge where
you’ll dine and sleep at 4500m, a view of Everest from your
cabin window. Champagne will be served at breakfast the
following morning and you’ll watch the sun rise over the
world’s tallest peaks. Next you’ll be flown by helicopter to
Everest base camp, the starting point of legends. This five day,
four night trip includes accommodation in Kongde, Kathmandu
and Chitwan, along with internal airfares and transportation.

Prices start from £2,757
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Zero Gravity Weightless Flight Training
Be one of the few people on earth to go through this unique astronaut training. What you'll feel is like nothing
else on Earth, the true weightless experience, exactly as in space.
You'll take off from Miami in Florida in a uniquely designed aircraft for your weightless flight. You'll join the
likes of Buzz Aldrin, Stephen Hawking, and Richard Branson, who've experienced this trip in the very same
aircraft. The parabolic flight will last 2 hours and as part of your trip you'll also get to meet and have lunch
with a current NASA astronaut, as well as a have a tour of NASA's Cape Canaveral. Your trip includes 4 nights
stay in a luxury hotel in Orlando and transfers to Cape Canaveral.

Prices start from £9,594

Near-Space F lights
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Experience zero gravity on an exhilarating parabolic flight to space.
Board your plane in Florida and ascend up to the edge of space,
nose-diving your way back down to earth to experience complete
weightlessness. Float and somersault your way around the cabin on
this unforgettable ride through the Earth’s atmosphere.

Prices start from £18,000 per person
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Once in a lifetime chance to drive a Formula One Car:
Take the wheel of a real F1 car with over 650HP and try to reach 300km/h! You'll get the chance to be an F1
driver for the day, with a team of mechanics and engineers, who will set up the Formula One car for you to test
it to the limit. You will have at your disposal Alan Prost's Benetton B198 and a Williams FW21 F1 car.
The experience includes an induction and seat time with a ready Formula Renault single seater,
comprehensive instructions and a progressive based approach to learn the track. Once fully prepared you'll be
handed the F1 car to take on the track!
Nothing will prepare you for the power and G-Force of this car, an experience you'll savour for the rest of your
life. Your trip also includes 2x nights accommodation in a luxury chateau in France.

Prices start from £3,594
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A memorable Norwegian trip for two:
First you'll head to see how the local indigenous Sami people live in their camp, explore
their lifestyle and have a campfire meal within the Artic Circle before having the chance to
go dog sledding. As night falls, you have the chance to see the amazing and illusive wonder
of the Northern Lights, the Aurora Borealis - this is one of the best places in the world to
see them. You'll spend the evening in a luxury hotel in Tromso near the waterfront.
The following day after breakfast you'll head further north to see the Arctic Wolves in the
wilderness of the forests. You'll have the chance to get up close and personal with a wolf
pack and "kiss a wolf" - a truly magical experience. In the polar park there is also a chance
to see bears, lynx cats, reindeer and more. In the evening you'll return to your luxury hotel
for a relaxing evening or a chance to check out the local culture and cuisine in town.

Prices start from £1,677
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Day One
Arrive in Edinburgh, Scotland’s capital city, and collect yourcars.
Drive up to Glamis Castle for lunch with the Earl of Strathmore*
who is a vintage car enthusiast. After lunch at the castle, continue
your journey north to Dornoch which nestles in a secluded corner
of the eastern highlands on the north shore of the Dornoch Firth.
On the corner of Dornoch Firth sits Skibo Castle, home to one of
the world’s most prestigious private clubs. Skibo’s name was
originally Norse, meaning ‘Fairyland of Peace’ and, such is the
allure of the landscape, it drew one of the world’s leading 19thcentury industrialists, Andrew Carnegie, to build a castle here on
the site of an ancient Viking fort. Skibo Castle and its five-star
facilities can now be yours to enjoy with membership to the
eponymous Carnegie Club.
You will stay overnight at Skibo Castle after enjoying a fabulous
meal prepared by the head chef and enjoy Scottish hospitality at
its best in one of the most beautiful properties in the UK.
* subject to his availability for your specific dates.
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Day Two Continued
When you return to the mainland you will continue your rally
towards Inverness and stay at the fabulous Alladale Wilderness
Lodge and Reserve. Alladale Wilderness Lodge offers the finest
accommodation in the most remote and beautiful setting in the
Scottish highlands and is just one hour’s drive from Inverness. A
perfect location for spending quality time with family and friends,
the reserve offers a wide range of outdoor activities such as pony
trekking, fishing, stalking, clay pigeon shooting, guided 4x4 tours,
mountain biking and hiking and is a short drive from the Royal
Dornoch championship golf course.
A very special evening awaits; a dinner party with special VIP
entertainment with all female string quartet ‘Bond’. Together,
Tania Davis (violin), Eos Chater (violin), Elspeth Hanson (viola)
and Gay-Yee Westerhoff (cello) complete the line-up of Bond. The
quartet has sold well over 4 million records worldwide making it
the best-selling string quartet of all time. The group draws its
inspiration from classical, Latin, folk, jazz, rock, pop, electro,
Indian and middle eastern styles and has built a very active and
loyal fan base over the years.
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Day Three
After breakfast try your hand at clay pigeon shooting with the local game wardens. After a short lunch you will
start the drive back to Edinburgh, enjoying some fabulous scenery during the drive south.
Overnight accommodation is at Greywalls, an elegant Edwardian country house at Gullane in East Lothian.
Greywalls has been awarded with Scottish Restaurant Awards 2012: ‘Scottish Hotel Restaurant of the Year’.
Greywalls is uniquely situated on the edge of Muirfield championship golf course with stunning views over
East Lothian and the Firth of Forth. Overlooking the world famous greens of the 9th and 18th holes, it has
earned itself a reputation as a golfers’ paradise.
Offering some of the very best country house accommodation in Scotland, Greywalls’ stylish Edwardian
splendour makes an ideal retreat for individuals, golfing holidays and corporate entertainment. Designed by
the celebrated Edwardian architect Sir Edwin Lutyens as a ‘dignified holiday home’ for Alfred Lyttelton,
Greywalls was built in 1901 and still retains its renowned charm and character. A tranquil haven, it enjoys a
reputation for the excellence of its food and services. Elegant drawing rooms and delightful dining areas, the
house has 23 en-suite bedrooms. The delightful walled gardens are attributed to Gertrude Jekyll and contain
hard and grass tennis courts, croquet lawn and putting green as well as herbaceous borders.
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Day Three
You will enjoy an evening dinner at the world famous Edinburgh
Castle in the Gatehouse with your special guest and motor
enthusiast Michiel Mol*. Enjoy a very special whiskey tasting with
one of Scotland’s best known whiskey experts. Party on in
Edinburgh.
Day Four
Check out and depart to airport.

Prices start from £5,000.
* subject to his availability for your specific dates.
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Day Two
Enjoy a hearty breakfast before departing on your drive, visiting
Loch Ness and heading round the west side of Scotland towards
Skye and Eilean Donan Castle. This is one of the most beautiful
parts of Scotland and also one of the most filmed castles in the
world, appearing in many famous movies, most notably
‘Highlander’.
Visit Torridon Castle for lunch and be met by your host, Donnie
Munro*. Donnie is the most famous Celtic rock singer in
Scotland and fronted cult heroes ‘Runrig’ for over 20 years,
playing to thousands of fans all over Europe. Donnie will
accompany you on a guided helicopter tour over his beloved Skye
where you can enjoy the magic of the Cullin Hills amid breathtaking scenery. You will enjoy a private visit to Talisker Distillery
where you will meet Mark Lochhead for a private tour of the
distillery and sample Skye’s finest malts.
* subject to his availability for your specific dates.
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An island country in a remote corner of Europe with 100% green
energy and 0% crime. Sound like a fairy tale? Well it is and even
more than that. Iceland offers travellers everything beyond their
imagination, from spectacular landscapes and incredible
adventures to the utmost luxury.
“I’ll take you for the swim of your life” says the local beauty, hiding
behind her smile, as she picks us up from the airport. In less than
half an hour the contrast of black lava rock against the amazing
deep blue coloured water suggests we have reached our
destination.
Carved in lava, the winding path leads us through a mysterious
landscape of scenic beauty to the Blue Lagoon where the warm,
geothermal seawater, loaded with minerals, splashes away our
tiredness. The minerals leave a strange white coating on the
rough lava rocks and the steam from the warm seawater in the
crystal clear air adds to these cryptic mineral paintings to create a
setting reminiscent of a science fiction movie. We apply the silica
mud to our faces, looking creepy enough to fit into this scene, and
welcome our cocktail with an uncanny smile.
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Refreshed and rejuvenated, we try our hand in the fragile art of ice
sculptures, following the secret techniques of our expert artist.
Then, leaving our elusive beauties behind, we continue to
Reykjavik that keeps up the surreal feeling, awaiting us with
highly unusual architecture.
Resting on six huge storage tanks, each able to hold four million
litres of geothermal hot water, the top floor of our restaurant
slowly rotates, affording a magnificent panorama of the city and
surroundings. We enjoy the exquisite modern Nordic cuisine with
a Mediterranean twist before finding out if the legends of the
debaucherous Reykjavik nightlife are really true.
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Next day, full of thrilling expectations, we keep in mind the local
saying that “there’s nothing like good or bad weather”. It’s all
about clothing and state of mind. To explore the spectacular
scenery of lava fields, mountains and glaciers, we board a super
jeep for some off-road adventure flavoured by supreme natural
phenomena.
We are heading inland to see Europe’s most powerful waterfall,
Gullfoss. A glacier shaped waterfall, formed in five days by an
iceberg that travelled trapped under a glacier for many years, it
majestically thunders tonnes of icy water down into a deep gorge.
The misty clouds surrounding this natural wonder are filled with
dozens of rainbows and the brownish glacial water truly looks
golden, leaving us stunned by the monumental beauty of nature.
The infamous joke about the Icelandic forests makes total sense:
the little clusters of undersized trees on the way confirm why the
locals laugh that “in case you ever get lost, all you need to do is
stand up”.
A mountain road takes us to the second biggest glacier in Europe.
After ice climbing, a real outdoor ice buffet with Icelandic
delicacies and hot drinks is waiting for us. Now it is not so hard to
imagine this 900 year old glacier hosting fully serviced private
parties!
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Our tour continues to the Haukadalur Valley where we discover The Great Geysir on the slopes of Laugarfjall
Hill. The Great Geysir has given its name to spouting hot springs or geysers all over the world. The Great
Geysir has been somewhat shy for a few decades; apparently it simply got tired and needed a rest. Now the
crowds are entertained by The Great Geysir’s neighbour Strokkur, one of the most active geysers in the area.
Every few minutes it spouts steaming hot water up to 30 meters high.
Meandering among steaming vents, colourful mud formations and funny miniature geysers, we find our way
out of the Haukadalur Valley by twilight. As with every evening, our gaze turns skywards with a hope of seeing
strange faintly coloured beams of northern lights that would create a perfect setting for any fishing and
hunting adventure or, even better, a game of cricket or football.
A tête-à-tête with an active volcano is a must in Iceland though it is a bizarre feeling when the helicopter
approaches this fire-spouting power-play of nature. We feel slightly relieved when the distance between us
increases. The contrast of fire and ice, earth’s constant rumbling, barren lava fields and ash covered hills may
have become an integral part of life for the locals but we are as perplexed as the Vikings and other early
settlers who believed that only those who died of old age, sickness or as a coward were sent to the
underworld of “Heljar”, a place covered in snow and ice.
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By now the entire world is acquainted with Icelandic ash. The
eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in 2010 brought the air traffic of
Europe to a complete standstill by discharging incredible amounts
of ash into the sky. To immortalise the fact of an Icelandic volcano
JS Watch co. Reykjavik, the first and only watch manufacturer in
Iceland, integrated miniscule, light ash from Eyjafjallajökull into
their newest model. So if it’s not enough for you to have the same
watch as Quentin Tarantino, King of Greece or His Holiness the
14th Dalai Lama, you can try this one. Maybe it really brings the
energy and power of the innermost workings of our Earth, as
promised by the manufacturers.
If you are curious to actually see the innermost workings of a
volcano for yourself, explore the dormant Thrihnukagigur
Volcano. Using the necessary gear and equipment, arm yourself
with willingness to finish an easy 40 minute hike to get to the
crater and the guts to descend 120 meters to the bottom of the
crater in an open cable lift.
Later, putting on our ice skates and admiring the frozen lake in the
crater in front of us, we remember that any volcano is a
temperamental creature with magma unceasingly boiling
underneath our feet. To calm our adrenaline levels, locals
entertain us with stories about their country.
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On the way to our next adventure, our guide informs us that a local Viking found America 500 years before
Columbus and legend has it that Columbus stopped in Iceland for directions before his journey. We are about
to discover a remote corner of Iceland with a unique opportunity to watch polar bears up close.
When engines stop and the silence enwraps us, a sudden realisation surfaces. The time to leave this
wonderland is approaching, though the few days packed with adventures and the warm welcome made us
feel we have been here for ages. There are still so many things we need to see and do. We definitely have to
come back to the custom-made ice hotel and have a candle light dinner in a fully serviced volcanic lava cave
60 meters down. This country is surely addictive and, if God has a residence, it certainly must be in Iceland.
Starting at £3,500 per couple per night up to £10,000 per couple per night to include helicopter experiences,
gourmet meals on a glacier or in underground volcanic cave, a commissioned watch from a master craftsman
amongst other delights.
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Top Gear style adventure for 2 in Iceland:
Start your adventure by heading out of the
capital of Reykjavik in giant 4x4's. These 4x4’s
have driven to the north pole and back so
you’re sure to be able to tackle the most
extreme of terrain, so be ready for an
adrenaline fuelled ride!
Your first day’s lunch stop will be at the
amazing natural Geysers of Iceland, where the
volcanic activity creates superheated columns
of steam and water to shoot up over 30ft into
the air creating a spectacular show.
You'll then head to one of Iceland largest
Glaciers, driving through the snow you'll reach
the edge of the Glacier. Race around the
stunning landscape on your snowmobiles and
experience the thrill of these unique
machines. An opportunity to drive up a
volcano.
Luxury nights accommodation in Reykjavik
for 2 plus, 1 night in a boutique hotel.

Prices start from £3,840
23
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Imagine if you could charter your own submersible expedition
anywhere in the world or dive in the marine life infested waters in
Antarctica. This is a very specialised experience that will bring
you to depths where you will see sights every day that no man on
earth has ever seen before.
Indulge in a variety of a la carte activities aboard the vessel such
as scuba diving, deep sea fishing, jet skis, kite boarding lessons, fly
board etc.
The trip fee would include all costs including vessel charter, crew,
fuel, chef, gourmet meals etc. aboard with dinner on-land
Saturday night (venue to vary depending on dive location).
This would be a totally unique charter that we wouldcustomise
for each group. Friday to Monday all-inclusive trip for up to 6
guests departing from Miami, FL.
Guests could dive in Bimini, Freeport or Nassau.
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This ship is designed to take the best shore side support services and transport them offshore to open up new
places for boaters with a taste of adventure without sacrificing safety and comfort. With a 90,000 gallon fuel
capacity, this ship will not only get you to where you want to go, but take care of you when you get there.
With a capacity to make 7,500 gallons of fresh water a day, four ice makers and power to support several
game boats and water craft, she can do it all. Her tough commercial exterior and inside accommodations for
12 plus crew are luxurious, special and give a feeling of being at home miles offshore.
Feel at home in the beautiful luxury suites with large windows, a flat screen TV, a spacious private head and
light decor. Located on the Sunset Deck is an eight-person Jacuzzi. This is a perfect place to relax and share
stories at the end of the day. On the lower deck is a complete workout room with a treadmill, elliptical trainer,
life cycle, free weights and other equipment, Private Parties, Ships Hospital, Laundry Services, etc.
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The mini-subs are the same model that made the first-ever
manned submersible dives in Antarctica.
This submersible is the smallest, lightest and least expensive and
can transport two persons to depths of 1000 feet (305 m) in
complete comfort and safety. At 10.5 feet in length it has a very
small deck footprint for ease of stowage on-board your yacht. A
single existing crew member can be cross trained to pilot and
maintain the sub. An excellent choice if the owner wants to be the
pilot because he or she can carry a family member and share the
experience.
These “mini-subs” can also be bought at prices starting from US$
1.2M (there is an increasing trend among Yacht owners around
the globe to buy these Water Monsters!)

Prices start from £225,000
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4-day Bespoke Snowmobile Adventure in the Kvikkjokk mountains
The Kvikkjokk fells provide an action-filled and exciting winter experience. During this free riding
snowmobile adventure we will explore the vast wilderness of the Pärlälvens nature preserve and the high
alpine areas the borderland of World Heritage Site Laponia.
The mixture of free snowmobile driving, ice-fishing guarantees the quality of this arrangement, and the
excellent food and a warm sauna are an added bonus. Experienced guides will be with us throughout,
ensuring an enjoyable time and some exciting stories.
We can offer all sort of accommodations with high standard lodges with single rooms and Jacuzzi to more
authentic wood heated cabins all off them, beautifully located close to the mountains.
During your stay regardless if we are having lunch out in the sun or in the restaurant we serve locally sourced
food with local flavour-haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland.
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Day 1
• Arrival Luleå airport
• Minibus transfer to Kvikkjokk
• Lunch in Jokkmokk
• Check-in Mountain camp, rundown on the safety rules and driving instructions
• Dinner-haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland
Days 2 -3
• Breakfast
• Free riding snowmobile expedition
• Lunch and ice fishing
• Arrival at mountain camp
• Sauna with cold beverages and delicacies
• Dinner-haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland
Day 4
• Breakfast
• Lunch Jokkmokk
• Minibus transfer to Luleå airport
• Arrival Luleå airport

Prices start from £2,100 per person incl. VAT
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Seven days including training
This is an incredible experience that will enable you to explore a
world where very few people have ventured before you. The cave
of Hang Son Doong has to be one of the greatest spectacles you
will ever set eyes on.
This is a unique opportunity for photography enthusiasts to
capture some amazing images under the watchful eye of experts
who guided the National Geographic team through this incredible
spectacle.
For 2015, there has only been 200 permits issued to visit this
protected cave and you have an opportunity to be among the first
explorers to join us.
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This expedition will have three nights camping in Hang Son Doong, enabling
you to capture all the highlights of this magnificent cave. Both the
underground jungle sections will be visited as well as camps in superb
locations. This is a very limited program for eight people maximum and is
more like a mini expedition. Both the journey to and the time spent in Hang
Son Doong will guarantee a memorable experience.
Using experienced original British cave explorers as safety guides makes this
once-in-a-lifetime trip possible. The tour involves a training day in a
spectacular river cave Hang Toi, ensuring visitors are familiar with equipment
and the underground environment.
This is a world class experience in a unique pristine setting hence numbers
are limited to help conserve this newly discovered wonder of the world. If you
are a reasonably active/fit person who wishes to do something really special,
this is the Mount Everest of the cave world!
For photographers, as well as the truly magnificent scenery within the cave,
there are many species of butterflies coming from the jungle entrance.
Accompanying you on your experience will be a team of 12-14 porters, three
safety experts from the original research team and one National Geographic
photographer or a professional photographer who will be on hand to help
with angles and lighting techniques.
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Day 1: Four-hour caving trip 2km into Hang Toi, a classic
Vietnamese river cave. Detailed briefing and preparation for the
5-6 day excursion to Hang Son Doong.
Day 2: From Phong Nha village travel with the porter team and
guides to the drop-off point 35km into the National Park. Descend
into river valley passing the minority village and trek for 6km to
arrive at the camp inside Hang En.
Day 3: Travel through the magnificent En Cave and follow the large
river in superb jungle surroundings. Climb up to the entrance of
Hang Son Doong and descend the 80m vertical drop to emerge in a
huge passage which leads to the first underground river. Cross the
river twice and emerge in the gigantic main tunnel. Set up camp
on a sandy beach close to the first underground doline.
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Day 4: This is an incredible day with many photo opportunities
due to the enormous dolines. Cross the first doline with 200m
high cliffs and be amazed at the unique jungle in the cave. Visit
the Garden of Edam and camp at beach camp, one of the best
campsites in the world with superb views of the jungle. Huge
250m high cliffs are visible from the camp. Flying foxes, monkeys
and hornbills are often seen in this section of the cave.
Day 5: Leave camp and travel deeper into the cave to the Great
Wall of Vietnam. Depending on water levels, a boat may be
required to complete this final section. Return to camp near the
first doline and visit a newly discovered passage with excellent
examples of 300,000,000 year old fossils.
Day 6/7: Depending upon the fitness of the personnel, a return to
the drop point in the National Park. This would be a long day 8-9
hours but possible. However, if clients wish a more leisurely
return can be made with another overnight camp in the
magnificent Hang En cave.
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Tour includes:
•

Transportation during the tour (from Dong Hoi)

•

Hotel (before and after the tour)

•

All food and drink during the tour (tea, coffee, water)

•

Cave instructors who will show you how to use the safety
equipment and basic caving techniques

•

English-speaking Vietnamese guides who will provide you
with local knowledge about the area and the caves

•

Experienced caving porters who will carry all the food,
camping equipment, caving equipment, set up camp and
prepare meals for you.

•

Caving equipment: SRT ropes, karabiners, safety harnesses,
caving helmets and lights, trekking boots, drinking bottles.

•

First aid kit and rescue equipment.

•

Walkie-talkies and satellite telephone.

•

Camping equipment: tents, sleeping bags and mattresses.

•

National Park permit and entry fees.
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Tour Excludes:
• Breakfast and dinner before and after the tour.
• Personal expenses.
• Travel insurance (tourist must obtain travel insurance before joining this tour, contact us if you need a
local insurance).
• Gratuities
What the experts say:
"This is just about the holy grail for a biologist"
Anette Becher, Zoologist
"After visiting the cave myself I can say it really is the most beautiful thing I have ever witnessed. It is amazing!"
Luke Ford
National Geographic Team
"This has got to be one of the wonders of the world! It doesn't happen anywhere else on this planet."
"Seeing the jungle in the middle of the cave is one of the most beautiful sights, it's just absolutely incredible!"
"This is mind-blowing stuff and it just doesn't get any better!“
Private group programme with a focus on photography opportunities for 6-8 people.

Prices start from £45,000 for 8 guests
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If a standard bungee jump isn’t enough of a thrill, turn the heat up a few degrees
by throwing an active volcano into the equation.
The rush begins with the ascent, travelling at 135 kilometers per hour on the skids
of a helicopter, before you make the jump upon reaching the caldera of the volcano,
coming within 700 feet of the pool of molten lava. The excitement doesn’t stop
there, though – the only way back to the airport is from where you end up,
suspended 350 feet below the chopper.

Price on Application
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Get a bird’s eye view of the African savannah at sunrise with an extraordinary
individual flight in a microlight aircraft, skirting the baobab trees and flying low over
the hippos congregating in the Luangwa River.
South Luangwa National Park is a haven for wildlife, with almost 10,000 square
kilometers of untouched wilderness home to large populations of giraffe, elephant and
buffalo as well as zebra, crocodiles and the iconic African lion.

Price on Application
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TV’s Bear Grylls is the United Kingdom’s best-known survival
expert, and as a former member of the SAS who has a black
belt in karate and has conquered Mount Everest, there aren’t
many safer pairs of hands by which to learn the ropes of
jungle survival.
You’ll learn how to build a shelter, make a fire and live off the
land in remote jungles, learning from the knowledge Grylls
has gleaned from his extensive experiences in the wild.

Price on Application
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Destination: Latvia
The real atmosphere of race together with one of the best Latvian
and Eastern European drivers in drifting, in a car specially
prepared for drifting.

Price On Application
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Destination: Thailand
A lesson on how to fly the 'Diamond Star' light planes from the
instructor who trains pilots of Thai Airways and the Royal Air
Force of Thailand. Training in a simulator, followed by a skilltesting flight.

Price On Application
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Destination: A valley somewhere in Lithuania
Mission of the day is to escort the Princess to the camp in safety.
But beware of robbers roaming around the forests well equipped
with axes and poisoned arrows!

Price On Application
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Destination: Estonia
KGB always knows enough "background information" to get
anyone arrested. What follows is a hard core Soviet story:
propaganda, a real commander and authentic Soviet jail.

Price On Application
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Destination: Sweden
Track day on a frozen lake with the ultimate race cars to enjoy the
union of snow and speed.

Price On Application
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Learn to handle a four-wheel drive rally car in the extreme
conditions of the Finnish winter at the safe hands of a champion
driver, whether you’re a complete beginner or already have
experience of rally driving.
The programs are individually tailored to ensure that your ice
driving will improve regardless of your ability, and this is an
opportunity for adrenaline junkies to reach high speeds on the ice
in a safe environment.

Price On Application
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Destination: Israel
Extensive training in modern warfare by the best instructors in
the world. Top-secret techniques, real machine guns and
grenades, street fights with lethal force and surviving in
unforgiving wilderness. This is definitely no honeymoon...

Price On Application
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Destination: Latvia
Be the Top Gun, be as hot as Maverick! A spin in the skies on a
real fighter aircraft is what one needs for a genuine adrenaline
kick.

Price On Application
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Destination: Ruhnu, Estonia
A real pirate will never miss the chance to capture a small island
of Estonia situated in the Gulf of Riga. Here one can intrude into
the peaceful lifestyle of the local inhabitants and take hostage the
island's whole population of 50 inhabitants and 33 sheep of rare
native breed.

Price On Application
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Destination: China
An opportunity to feel historically important while helping to
rebuild the Great Wall at the Ruined part.

Price On Application
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Group Supersport Driving Tour Adrenalin Series
Sample a selection of exceptional cars in a superb setting of
amazing Swiss Alps on a two day tour into the heart of the
Bernese Alps and luxury watch makers valley in Jura Region. Taste
the authenticity of the region and go through a unique tour
combined with truly breath-taking experiences.
The Tour At A Glance
• Tour duration: 3 nights, 2 days touring
• Start / Finish: Geneva, Switzerland
• Total circuit: 500 KM May - October 2016
• Accommodation: 5 star or 4 star selection included
• Tour highlights: Saint-Cergues, The Peaks of the Jura, the Grosde-Vaud, the Gruyere Land, over the Jaunpass into the
Simmental, Interlaken, Gstaad, Spiez, Lake Thun
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Day One
Arrive at Geneva Airport where you will be met and then transferred to the city by private
limousine. Check into the 5 Star Hotel. Enjoy the hotel’s world class spa. After a relaxing
afternoon, you will be met by your tour guide at the hotel’s restaurant at 7pm, and over a
welcome drink, you will be walked through the itinerary for the next days.
Overnight: 5 Star Hotel
Day Two
After breakfast, you will be transferred back to Geneva Airport for the historical DC3 plane
flight experience. As the plane’s construction allows to flight at a very low level you will
literally be able to touch the peaks of Mont Blanc, Europe’s highest mountain, and be
impressed by majestic shield of Matterhorn Mountain, one of the nicest rocks in Europe,
during your one hour experience.
Your super sport cars will be ready right at the airport tarmac after landing in Sion. There you
will be met by your Tour Leader and after a briefing and walkthrough, you will be on your way
seated in super sport car going towards Interlaken via alpine roads. The lunch will be taken in
Gstaad, one of the most famous Swiss ski resort. After lunch you head into Spiez and hotel
Eden for ‘coffee & cakes’. This cosy hotel offers beautiful views of the Thun Lake from its
terrace restaurant. We will continue towards Interlaken, the final destination of our day, after
the coffee break.
Gourmet four-course dinner at the hotel’s restaurant.
Overnight: 5 Star Hotel
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Day Three
The first part of today’s tour will take you on the road along Lake Thun, full of amazing
views. Look forward to Jaun Pass, a driver’s paradise! This pass offers a truly fun road
and impressive views across the valley. After this adrenalin rush, we continue to
Gruyeres, a picturesque historical village known for its famous ‘Gruyeres’ cheese
production. After our traditional Swiss lunch (fondue or raclette) you will have a short
visit to the cheese factory.
Second run of the day will take us to Valley de Joux, famous luxury watch making area
in Jura region, where ateliers of brands like Brequet, Gerard Perregaux are located.
We will have a one hour private visit of Louis Moinet atelier, one of the greatest
watchmakers ever. Louis Moinet created the first tailor made watch for Napoleon
Bonaparte using exclusive materials like stones from Moon or Mars. This independent
watch brand of Saint-Blaise, specialises in the creation of high-end timepieces, often
featuring exotic materials and innovative technology, under-pinned by the philosophy
of limited edition mechanical art. Guests can literally touch the stones from Moon and
Mars and watch these artists work. The final part of your tour will take you through a
technical mountain and country roads back to Geneva.
Spa treatment at client’s selection. Gourmet 4-course dinner at the hotel’s restaurant
combined with local wine tasting. Private violin performance by Swiss violinist, Eva
Simonin, who plays classical music repertory as well as pop-music and tango nuevo.
Overnight: 5 Star Hotel
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Day Four
Your airport transfer will be organized depending your flight
schedule.
Proposed cars for your tour
• Ferrari 458 Italia Spider
• Bentley Continental GT (V8)
• Porsche 911 S Convertible
• Jaguar F-Type V8 S
How the driving tour works
• The escort car driven by the support team leads/accompanies
the group.
• During the tour, several stops are planned to swap drivers
sitting in each car, thereby allowing every participant to drive
different models.
• All cars are equipped with pre-programmed GPS units and
walkie-talkies to communicate between vehicles.
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Add-ons: Chauffeured Shopping & Sightseeing tour in Geneva and Surroundings
Geneva is known as the world capital of luxury watch and jewellery making, home to Rolex, Patek Philippe,
Vacheron Constantin and other major creators like Gilbert Albert, Adler, Chopard and hosting brands like
Bulgari, Léon Hatot, Boucheron.
9:00

Meet & Greet - Welcome clients at their hotel

9:30

Visit watch factory (according to availability)
•
•
•
•
•

Vacheron Constantin, the oldest Swiss watch manufacturer (1755)
Franck Muller, master of complications
Roger Dubuis, brand name of luxury watches and jewellery
De Witt, Haute Horlogerie Manufacture producing exclusive luxury watch
Any others – on special client’s request

10:30 Transfer to Geneva’scentre
11:00 Visit the only shop in the French speaking Switzerland for the legendary ‘Original Swiss ArmyKnife’.
Give your Victorinox knife a personal touch, engrave your name yourself.
12:00 Lunchsuggestions
• Restaurant du Parc des Eaux-Vives
• Le Lion d’Or, Cologny
• Lunch cruise Philippe Chevrier
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Add-ons: Chauffeured Shopping & Sightseeing tour in Geneva and Surroundings
14:00 rue du Rhône - the utmost of luxury. Suggestions:
• Hermes
• Louis Vuitton
• Dior
16:00 Gerard Pere & Fils
Certainly one of the greatest specialists in Europe, who provides counselling to famous people coming
from all over the world. He created the first Bank of cigar.
17:00 Transfer to the GenevaCountryside
Promenade through the Geneva countryside: an amazing revelation - captivating scenery, with its
meadows, forests, vineyards, hills and villages crowded around the church. Stop at one of the excellent
wine cellars for a wine or wine and product tasting.
Fine food boutique at Domaine de Châteauvieux, a gastronomic stop with 2 stars in Michelin guide
which offers a complete range of artisanal products in a pleasant surrounding.
17:30 Wine tasting at Domaine du Paradis (Paradise wineestate)
Geneva is Switzerland’s third largest wine - producing canton and has excellent wines.
18:30 Transfer back toGeneva
19:00 Back at the hotel (Overnight at 5 Star Hotel (single room inclusive of breakfast))

Prices start from £32,000 based on a minimum of 8 drivers (Best time: April to September)
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Travel by Kayak, Horseback and Camel
Explore Mongolia the way the nomadic locals still do today, traversing the earth, sand and water that make
up the country’s varied scenery.
Ride on horseback over rolling hills and rugged mountain steppes, trek through the arid landscape of the
Gobi Desert in a camel caravan, and take in imposing mountain views while crossing the country’s lakes by
kayak. When night falls, take your well-deserved rest in a traditional ger camp, staying in a Mongolian yurt
beneath clear, starlit skies.

Prices start from £6,395 per person
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Gear up for an extensive training in modern warfare by the best
instructors in the world.
Learn Top-secret techniques, real machine guns and grenades,
street fights with lethal force and surviving in unforgiving
wilderness.
A once in a lifetime, unbelievable modern warfare experience.
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This is No Honeymoon
We take groups of civilians from around the world and provide them with extensive training in modern
warfare, normally over a 7-10 day period. The training is a shortened version of the top-secret techniques of
the Israeli Special Forces.
Your safety is our first concern: you and your group members will undergo a background check and will be
accompanied by top instructors throughout your combat training.
You will jump out of real planes, shoot real machine guns, throw real grenades, learn to street fight with lethal
force, and learn how to survive in unforgiving wilderness - the same terrain you would find in Libya,
Afghanistan and Iraq. You will learn combat related terminology, how to fight in the open and how to sweep a
house clean in close combat. You will learn how individual fighting differs from team fighting. You will put
your training to use against one another and against Israeli Special Forces in paintball team fighting contests
and krav maga sparing.
This is the only program that offers military training for civilians by the best Special Forces instructors in the
world.
Our instructors consists of a great team of professional soldiers with many years of combat experience - both
in training soldiers and in conducting live operations against Hezbollah, Hamas and in covert operations
throughout the Middle East. In short, our instructors are the real deal, and they will look after you and train
you as if you were their soldiers.
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Pure Adrenaline Rush
•
•
•
•
•

The first and only tourism program offering civilians the exclusive, state-of-the-art
training of the Israeli Special Forces.
A first-hand understanding of the complexity of modern warfare and anti-terrorism.
Non-stop action and adventure throughout the entire State of Israel.
Instruction from seasoned combat veterans with extensive experience in planning
and executing covert operations.
A once-in-a-lifetime experience that cannot be replicated anywhere else in the world.

5 Day Special Tour Includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic + Advanced gun training
Krav maga training
Survival skills
Off Road extreme driving
Skydiving
Anti terrorism techniques
Finishing party

Note: All trips can be customized to suit and can start from 2 days to 10 days. Available
for small groups or Corporate Incentive programs.

Price On Application
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Destination: Latvia
Put on your tuxedos for it's time to play 007! A fun evening out
involving fancy cars, Martinis, casinos, action and of course Bond
Girls!

Price On Application
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Many have yearned for the life of a super spy, and Special Operations
Agency goes to news lengths to turn those daydreams into reality –
for a while at least.
They offer a range of tailored courses to teach you the skills required
of a secret agent, from weapons and demolitions skills to evading
capture and resisting interrogation. The team, comprising several
ex-Special Forces members, affords you exclusive access to Special
Forces and Secret Service training facilities, giving you the ultimate
adrenalin experience!

Prices start from £12,225 per person
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Destination: Mediterranean
You have been chosen to train for a highly-classified mission after
the organisation Universal Exports sanctioned a raid on a vessel last
seen off the coast of the Mediterranean island of Lastovo. On board
is the Lektor Enigma Machine, recently stolen from Her Majesty’s
Government.
You will learn to insert onto moving vessels from air and sea,
neutralise opposition with specialised weapons and learn the art of
close-quarter battle while slipping in and out of hostile
environments.
From the modern surrounds of Venice and briefings from exsecurity operatives, along the paradise coast lines of the Adriatic
Sea, this operation takes you on an adrenalin-packed journey under
the Mediterranean sun.

Price on Application
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cornucopia Events are proud to have an exclusive commission with a
Mosaic Artist can make iconic images using broken pieces of ceramic tiles
and can create near enough any image to a high quality from portraits to
text and more.

Prices start from £5,000 for a Mosaic 4ft by 3ft.
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Do you believe someone can read your mind? Lior Suchard can. He can delve into your innermost thoughts
and know what you are going to say even before you do. His outstanding performances of mind-reading,
thought influencing, predicting and telekinesis have earned him international acclaim as a top class
supernatural entertainer and mentalist from members of the public, to the best performing CEOs worldwide
and Hollywood celebrities.
Lior Suchard has travelled the world with his highly successful show, 'Supernatural Entertainment' where he
performs extraordinary displays of telepathy and telekinesis as part of an all-round entertaining performance.
His act not only builds on drama and astonishment but includes a huge element of warm humour, fun and
audience participation. He guesses the names of audience members‘ first loves, performs mind-boggling card
tricks and influences audience members to move without even touching them.
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60 to 90 minutes of private supernatural entertainment with the possibility of drinks and dinner. This would
make an absolutely unforgettable evening, a rare opportunity for family and friends, business colleagues,
corporate or institutions in the privacy of their home or a venue of their choice. The Lior Suchard private
performance and event lasts two hours and includes food and drinks.
"Unbelievable! I can't believe he guessed the name of Zac Efron's first love. What a great guest to have on the
show.”
Jay Leno
"I don't understand why Israel lets you leave. They should ask you to sit on the Iranian Border and do your thing
over there."
President Bill Clinton
"What a great showman. His performance is fun, energetic and really gets you excited."
Donna Karan

Prices start from £18,000. Catering can be arranged upon request.
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Learn the traditional dance of Argentina at an exclusive
tango workshop in Buenos Aires.
You’ll get a private masterclass from one of the country’s
top dancers, who will help you to perfect the steps and
movements of this dramatic partner dance.

Prices start from £2,500 per person.
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Destination: Ukraine
The professional assistance of a special master discovers the
Body-ARTist in everyone.

Price On Application
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Steve Winter has been attacked by rhinos in India, stalked by jaguars in Brazil,
charged by a 11-foot grizzly in Siberia, and trapped in quicksand in the world's
largest tiger reserve in Myanmar. He has slept in a tent for six months at -40 below
zero tracking snow leopard, flown over erupting volcanoes, and visited isolated
villages where residents have never before seen a blond foreigner—or a camera.
During a childhood growing up in rural Indiana, Steve dreamed of traveling the
world as a photographer for National Geographic Magazine. His first camera was a
gift from his father on his seventh birthday. He became a National Geographic
photojournalist in 1991 and still feels so incredibly lucky to have realized his dream,
to have what he calls the best job in the world.
Steve specializes in wildlife, and particularly, big cats. He’s been named 'BBC Wildlife
Photographer of the Year and BBC Wildlife Photojournalist of the Year'. He was a
two-time winner of 'Picture of the Year International’s Global Vision Award' and won
1st prize in the nature story category from 'World Press Photo' in 2008 and 2014. He
lectures globally on photography and conservation issues and has appeared on CBS
Nightly News, 60 Minutes, NPR, BBC, CNN and other media outlets.
Steve feels that he has a great responsibility not only to show and excite readers
about the natural world, but about its fascinating people and cultures as well. He
wants to give people a reason to care.
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About Tigers Forever
Tigers are in trouble, and National Geographic photographer Steve
Winter is on a one-man mission to address the plight of this
magnificent cat – while there’s still time.
Together with Panthera, the world’s largest non-profit
organization dedicated to saving big cats, and its Tigers Initiative,
Winter reveals a decade worth of stunning images and stories of
tigers in their world. In Tigers Forever, readers follow Winter
through Myanmar’s leech-infested jungles in search of tigers; into
the forbidden realm of poachers in Sumatra; and witness the
breath-taking intimacy between a tiger mother and her cub.
Winter’s gripping images, along with co-author Sharon Guynup’s
eloquent prose, tell the dramatic story of the tiger’s fight for
survival, and the lengths to which one man would go to bring that
story to the world. Above all else, Tigers Forever reveals the tiger
itself: elusive, majestic, ferocious, powerful, mysterious—and in
desperate need of our help to survive.
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‘In Search of the Elusive Snow Leopard’
Cornucopia Events and Steve have partnered up to offer our clients an amazing opportunity. Steve is renowned
as the world’s leading big cat photographer and famous for creating situations that are often life changing! He
will lead photography workshops for a select few participants to track and photograph some of the most
beautiful and rarest animals in the world, including the elusive and magnificent ‘snow leopard’.
Itinerary:
Wildlife tour in India- 9 days / 8 nights(recommended) but it can be shortened to 6-7 nights on request.
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Highlights Of The Itinerary
Highest pass: No passes involved except while tracking in Hozing & Rumbaka where you may have to climb uphill
depending on wildlife movement.
Grade: Moderate/strenuous (may have to climb a ridge)
Best period: End of Nov – Dec and beginning of Feb – mid Apr
The Trans-Himalayan region of Ladakh is one of the last frontiers for wildlife tourism. A winter trip meets the
elements head-on in a stunning and apparently bleak landscape. But within these high valleys created by folds of the
Great Himalaya is perhaps the highest density of the most elusive of the great cats - the snow leopard.
The very name evokes all that is most wild, mysterious and elusive in nature - for this is an animal that comes cloaked
not just in the subtle beauty of its own coat but also in all the high drama of the harsh and magnificent environment
that it dominates.
The Ladakh region is a high altitude cold desert and for the snow leopard to survive it has a prey base of bharal (blue
sheep), ibex and marmots. Wolves, foxes and wild dogs are other predators in the same area.
An attractive contrast also lies between these stone-hard mountain people and the gentle and compassionate
Buddhism that they practice. You will have time to visit some of their great monasteries as well as their picturesque
villages.
Small settlements of Tibetan farmers and their livestock occupy isolated villages on the valley floors.
Please note: that the trek route is one that is based on experience of your leaders and they have full discretion to
change it or alter it, as per their wish.
The weather will also be a crucial factor in deciding which places will eventually be visited and what will be dropped
from the program.
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Tracking Snow Leopards Custom Itinerary
Days 1 & 2
• Arrive Leh
• Upon arrival you will be transferred to your hotel.
•2 nights at Saboo Resort.
Stay: Hotel Cottage Suite – B&B
Days 3 - 7
• This morning after breakfast Drive to Hemis National Park
• En-route stopping at Zingchan Village
• Arrive and trek to your camp in Housing Valley
• 5 nights at Tented Camp
Stay: Tented Camp - Full board basis.
Day 8
• Early breakfast at the camp
• Depart the camp and walk to Zingchan
• Board your vehicle and drive to Leh
• 1 night at Leh Hotel
Day 9
• Today early morning departure for Leh airport to board the
outbound flight.
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Detailed Itinerary
Day 1
Arrive into Leh by private aircraft.
Welcome to Leh. You will be met and assisted on arrival and then you proceed to your
Saboo Resort.
Located in the lap of Zanskar range in Ladakh, only 7km from Leh Town, The Saboo
Resort, was a concept realized to provide tourists and guests with experience of
authentic Ladakhi lifestyle in a peaceful environment and untouched natural
surroundings. The name of resort comes from a small idyllic Ladakhi village it is located
in, which was once part of the central Asian trade route. The inspiration behind the
resort, was to create a space, which was away from the humdrum of Leh City. There will
be no activity on your first day of arrival as it is recommended for visitors to relax and
undergo minimal exertion to enable them to get acclimatized to rarefied oxygen level in
this region ensconced in the high altitude Trans-Himalayan Valley. You might find some
birds like the Eurasian Magpie and Great Tit, right around your hotel.
Spend two overnights at Saboo Resort. Accommodation is in 4 Cottage Suites with ensuite facilities. Your stay is on bed & breakfast basis.
Day 2
Spend the day acclimatizing in Leh.
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Days 3 - 7: Hemis National Park
After breakfast drive to Hemis National Park
En route stopping at Zingchan Village
Arrive and trek to your camp in Housing Valley
Overnight at the tented camp – 4 Single Tents
Average driving time approximately 1 hour
Average walking time 2 hours to reach Housing Valley.
After breakfast at your Leh Hotel, you are driven to Hemis National Park.
After driving for about an hour from your hotel, you reach Zingchan
Village, which consists of two – three houses. A bit further you reachthe
Zingchen entry point to Hemis National Park. This is where you leave
your vehicles, your luggage is loaded on to ponies and you start your
walk to the campsite in Housing Valley.
It is an approximately 2 hours’ walk to the campsite. The base camp,
marked with Buddhist prayer flags, is a very simple set up- the best
possible in the circumstances. This will be your base for the following
days. You settle into your respective tents and meet again for lunch.
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Detailed Itinerary
Later in the afternoon, you visit the area surrounding the camp, followed by a briefing by
your guide. Housing Valley, is a very interesting area for the Snow Leopard, as the valley
has good winter grazing, because of which you will find a good population of the Bharalthe most important constituent of the Snow Leopard’s diet. Apart from that, the valley
gives a complete camouflage, to the Snow Leopard with its rocky, jagged mountain sides.
Housing valley is strategically set in way that a few other smaller valleys and ridges, that
are also known to have snow leopard activity, can be accessed on foot. Besides good
chances of wildlife viewing, Housing valley also has an ancient petroglyphsite.
Over the next 5 days we will explore the park taking in all the breath taking scenery and
wildlife. You may end up spending the entire day out sometimes walking or just sitting
and scanning mountain sides for the snow leopards. Snow Leopards like most other cats,
are most active during early mornings and evenings. Your trip is during the time of the
year when it starts warming up a little bit and is the onset of the peak mating season for
the Snow Leopards!
The area you explore during your stay is a very small part in India’s largest National Park
but, it is well studied for wildlife viewing. Hemis National Park covers an area of about
4400 sq. km. in this high altitude cold desert.
Depending on recent animal tracks, signs, recent sightings and their experience, your
guides will take a call on whether you continue to stay at your camp for all 5 days or move
to a home stay in Rumbak Village which is about a 2 hour walk to the south east of the
campsite in Houzing.
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Detailed Itinerary
Rumbak is a small village in Hemis National Park which is originally a cattle
herders village with traditional architecture. Though now most inhabitants are
either farmers, pony/mules keepers or involved with tourism in Hemis NP. It is
situated at a slightly higher altitude compared to the Housing Camp.
Snow Leopards can weigh up to 120lbs, are up to 5ft in length and can jump up to
50 feet in the air. They naturally predate on wild bharal (blue sheep) or ibex
(mountain goat) however they have been known to kill domestic animals such as
local farmers’ goat and sheep. They are able to kill and carry up to 3 times their
body weight and are generally opportunist hunters.
They survive the bitter winters in the Himalayas due to their amazing thick and
warm fur coats. Their feet are also covered in this insulating fur and as a result give
them natural snow shoes! Snow leopards are essentially solitary animals. They are
only found with others when they are with their cubs or in courtship with a mate. A
typical litter from a snow leopard is between 2-3 cubs with gestation taking
between 90-100 days and young staying with their mothers for about 20months.
Sadly, Snow leopards like most big cats are endangered. Over the years these
beautiful creatures have been hunted by poachers for their fur and also for their
organs. The fur has been used in the fashion industry and their organs sold to the
Chinese on the belief that they contain healing powers. They are also killed by local
hunters to protect their livestock. The numbers are now estimated to be at around
6000 left in the wild. In India alone there are thought to be around just 200-600.
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Detailed Itinerary
Although it is these magnificent felines that we are focused on looking for, there are lots of other
interesting wild creatures to be seen in this region. The local mountain goat, known as the ibex is a
stunning woolly creature that can weigh up to 200 pounds. Their colour ranges from pale to dark brown
and they have a darker dorsal stripe. The ibex has distinctive horns which curve backwards and are bigger
on the males.
Another local mountain goat called the Urial- which prefers gentler mountain slopes compared to the ibex
or the bharal. The Tibetan wolf varies in colour depending on the season. The back and tail are usually
black and white; the chest, belly and inside of the legs are white; and ears are grey. Its legs are slightly
shorter than the European wolf and it is one of the region’s most prolific hunters. There are also smaller
interesting mammals like the woolly hare, mountain weasel, pikas and red fox.
Commonly seen birds include some magnificent species like the Himalayan Snow Cocks, Golden Eagle,
Himalayan Griffon and Lammergier.
Camping in Housing comprises of:
1.

Dome, extreme weather, double layered, 2 men-tents for each person

2.

Down sleeping bags up to -20C with foam mats & hot water bottles forsleeping

3.

A large common dinning tent with a heater, dining table and chairs

4.

A kitchen tent

Pit toilets with concrete walls are made in the campsite for the campers’ use. Hot water for a wash will be
provided every morning with a hot cup of bed tea or coffee. Spend five overnights at Tented Camp. Suite
with en-suite facilities. Your stay is on full board basis.
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Day 8 : Rumbak – Zingchan - Leh
Early breakfast at the camp
Depart the camp and walk to Zingchan
Board your vehicle and drive to Leh
Overnight at the saboo hotel
Average walking time: 2.5-3 hours
Drive to Leh: 1 hour
Today an optional visit in search of the elusive cat before we
depart.
Our luggage is once again loaded onto ponies/mules and we walk
to Zingchen. Vehicles will be waiting to pick you up and drive you
to your hotel in Leh.
Day 9: Leh – New Delhi
Depart for the airport to connect to your outbound private charter.
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Package includes:
•

Accommodation Includes Saboo Resorts with central heating facility for 3 nights; while on trek mobile Vaudee trek
tents with foam mattress; dinning with heat; kitchen; decompose soil toilet with western seat.

•

Services of an experienced field guide and a local spotter /guide

•

Meals; Inclusive of Breakfast + Lunch + Dinner in Leh & during treks

•

Transportation: Toyota Innova as per the itinerary; with pick-up/ drop from trekking point

•

Luggage van to drop/pick-up from the trekking point

•

Guide; Inclusive of Accompanying English speaking local guide

•

Trek staff; Includes accompanied Sherpa cook with assistance and accompanied experienced guide

•

Equipment; Includes 4 x 2-Men Tents; dining tent; kitchen tent; toilet tent all the furniture and crockery
throughout the trek.

•

Ponies; Includes ponies for carrying the provision all throughout the trek

•

Water; Includes bottled mineral water in rooms & during sightseeing; boiled filtered water while trekking

•

Spotting Scope

•

Binoculars

•

Heating facility; Includes heating in dining tent followed with hot water bottles in bed

•

First Aid; Includes first aid kit with oxygen cylinders

•

World renowned photographer Steve Winter on site

Prices start from £15,000 per person based on 4 guests
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Package excludes:
•

Internal flights.

•

Extra baggage charges on internal flights

•

Insurance of any kind, camera fee, and laundry charges, alcoholic beverages, mineral water with meals (please
note: we don’t encourage bottled water during trek)

•

Items of personal nature, tips and gratuities.

•

Cost incidental to any change in the itinerary/ stay on account of flight cancellation due to bad weather, ill health,
roadblocks and/or any factors beyond control.

•

Anything not mentioned

Important Notes
•

Hotel Check-In 14:00, Check-out time 12:00

•

Prices are subject to change as per change in Government / Hotel / Airline policy without prior notice.

•

Rates include only those items specified in your itinerary.

•

The names of hotels mentioned indicate that our rates have been based on usage of these hotels. It is not to be
construed that accommodation is confirmed at these hotels until and unless we convey the confirmations to you on
receipt of your acceptance. However in the event of any of the above mentioned hotels not becoming available at the
time of initiating the reservations, we shall book alternate accommodation at a similar or next best available hotel
and shall pass on the difference of rates (supplement/reduction whatever applicable) to you.

•

In case on any currency fluctuations or amendment in local Government taxes, or any fuel hike, we reserve the
right to adjust the tour price accordingly. The due increase or decrease will be communicated accordingly.
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Spend three days with a professional photographer in Yellowstone National Park, learning how to spot the
best photo opportunity.
You’ll get taught how to capture the dramatic scenery and bubbling geysers of this incredible landscape,
using all the top technology to help transform your holiday snaps into spectacular photos.

Prices start from £11,700 per person
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Our specialised trip offers a unique, creative and interactive
experience, aiming to achieve:
•
•
•
•

Mindful observation, as a Photographer’s skill and as a
personal value.
Intimate exposure to and exploration of a different culture.
Tolerance and acceptance of the different other, appreciation
of the value of diversity.
Improve artistic abilities as Photographers.

These objectives are achieved by:
•
•
•
•

Artistic assignments all through the trip.
Mini workshops in photography skills at some of the most
picturesque places on the globe.
Introduction to Visual Anthropology as an integrative concept.
Group discussions during the day at key points and at the end
of day: debriefing, sharing the experience and learnings.

Workshop is recommended for students aged 14 and above.
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About This Trip
People, Cultures, Places – and the way they all integrate into one
frame. During this trip we invite you to an adventure of
exploration and experience, through your camera lens and by all
means without it.
We offer you one of the most interesting destinations on the globe
from cultural point of view. Yes, it is visually interesting before
anything else.
Istanbul, the only capital city in the world built over two
continents, blending the colours of both. Bursa, earlier Ottoman
capital, at the western end of the silk way.
During this trip you will have the opportunity to get to know
‘another world’ in the most intimate way; you will have the
opportunity to get to know yourself as a photographer and an
artist much better through experimenting, discussing, offering and
receiving feedback; you will have an opportunity to improve your
photography skills and even learn some new progressive
techniques (HDR, Long exposure, Silhouettes).
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Istanbul
“There, God and human, nature and art are together; they have
created such a perfect place that it is valuable to see.” Lamartine's
famous poetic line reveals his love for Istanbul, describing the
embracing of two continents, with one arm reaching out to Asia
and the other to Europe.
Istanbul, once known as the capital of capital cities, has many
unique features. It is the only city in the world to straddle two
continents, and the only one to have been a capital during two
consecutive empires - Christian and Islamic.
Istanbul still remains the commercial, historical and cultural pulse
of Turkey, and its beauty lies in its ability to embrace its
contradictions. Ancient and modern, religious and secular, Asia
and Europe, mystical and earthly all co-exist here. Its variety is
one of Istanbul's greatest attractions: The ancient mosques,
palaces, museums and bazaars reflect its diverse history.
The thriving shopping area of Taksim buzzes with life and
entertainment. And the serene beauty of the Bosphorus, Princes
Islands and parks bring a touch of peace to the otherwise chaotic
metropolis, Istanbul.
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Day 1: Arrival in Istanbul
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet your guide at Istanbul Atatürk Airport
On the way photo stops at the City Walls of the ancient Constantinople
Drive to one of Europe’s highest towers to view whole of Istanbul, photo opportunity from
its terrace
Visit Istanbul’s highlights by the simulator at the Sapphire Tower
Rüstempaşa Medresesi (built in 1560 by Turkish architect Sinan the Great as a college,
today it is a lovely cafe and an art school)
After check in and a quick dinner drive to watch and photo shoot world famous Whirling
Dervish Ritual Show
Drive back to the hotel

Day 2: Old City Tour
Meet your guide at your hotel in the morning for a photo walk through Istanbul’s iconic spots
in Old City, focusing on:
• Sultanahmet [Blue] Mosque (built in the 17th century AD. Photo opportunity: using early
hour for first mini workshop in progressive techniques, HDR)
• Hippodrome where chariots once raced (built in the 2nd century AD)
• Hagia Sophia Museum (built in between 532 - 537 AD under the rule of Emperor Justinian)
• Underground cistern (built by Emperor Justinian, 6th century AD)
• Topkapı Palace (built in the 15th century AD by Sultan Mehmet II)
• Walk back to the hotel kids experience
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Day 4: Bursa via Nicaea
Drive to ancient Nicaea passing through Nicomedia (at the First Council of Nicaea in 325
the Arian heresy, which denied the divinity of Christ, was condemned and the Nicene
Creed, which sets out the criteria of Christian orthodoxy, was formulated. The first steps
were also taken to establish formal co-operation between church and state).
What do walls tell us? Exploration of past cultures through our camera lens with a short
introduction to Visual Anthropology.
Upon arrival in Nicaea visit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hagia Sophia of Nicaea
Remnants of Senate Building
Roman theatre
Ancient City walls and gates
Ancient Nicene Tile Kilns
After lunch by the Nicene lake drive to a local village. Encounter with local traditional
life, photo opportunity: local figures, villagers’ portraits in their natural surroundings.
Tea and coffee with the villagers at the tea garden after a pleasant village photo walk.

Drive to Bursa, overnight at a 4 star hotel in Bursa
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Day 5: Green Bursa
After a protracted siege BURSA was taken in 1326 by Orhan Gazi who made
it the first capital of the new Ottoman Empire. Although the Turks moved
their capital first to Edirne and later to Constantinople, Bursa retained its
status. The founder of the Ottoman Empire, Osman Gazi, and five of his
successors were buried there.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive to explore the city of Bursa and visit (Incl. a short intro to Islam
art, main themes and motifs, as pointers for architecture photography)
Bursa Grand Mosque (built in 1400 by the Ottoman Sultan Bayazit the
Thunderbolt)
Bursa Grand Bazaar
The Green Mosque and the Green Sepulcher
Climb up the Grand Mount by the cable car. Photo opportunity:
landscape of Bursa
Up on the mount a tea break and short free stroll
Drive down to the city on the way visit giant monumental tree - selfcatering lunch. Photo opportunity: students having heaps of fun
preparing their own BBQ
Sepulchers of Osman Gazi (Osman Gazi built the Ottoman State in 1299)
and Orhan Gazi (Second Sultan to the Ottoman State)

Overnight at a 4 star hotel in Bursa
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Day 6: Büyük Ada (largest of the four Princes’ Islands) & the
Asiatic Istanbul tour
Drive from Bursa to Yalova to catch the morning ferry to Büyük
Ada. Istanbul has more wonders and delights than it has been
possible to describe; there can be few greater pleasures than
leisurely day trip by a steamer, a visit to the largest of the Princes'
Islands, BÜYÜK ADA, where motor vehicles are not allowed and
visitors view the scenery from horse-drawn phaetons. Photo
opportunity: commuters, local characters and portraits, capture
‘local atmosphere’.
Island tour by phaetons.
Getting lost into the breath-taking streets lined up with
wooden houses, trees and flowers.
• Ferry to Asiatic Istanbul, Bostancı where the upper middle
class of Istanbulians reside, a lovely and lively town; Photo
opportunity: Istanbul Landscape from the sea.
• Drive up the highest hill of Istanbul, Çamlıca to watch Europe
from Asia; Photo opportunity: wide landscapes, panoramas.
• Drive over the Turkey’s first suspension bridge to the hotel.
•
•

Overnight at a four star hotel in Istanbul
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Day 7: Golden Horn & Pera Tour
Walk through the Grand Bazaar (built in 1461, today with its more
than 4000 stores, it is a real maze.) Photo opportunity: street and
market photography; Muslim Architecture:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Old Book Market, pass by the Istanbul University (former
Theodosius Forum)
Süleymaniye Mosque (built by Sinan the Great in 1557)
Walk through whole-sale market to the Spice Market
Walk over the Galata Bridge and up to Galata – Pera
Walk in the famous Istiklal Pedestrian Street
Meet the driver and drive to Balat (where the Sephardic Jews
were settled after the inquisition in Spain in 1492)
See the remnants of the last Byzantine Palace
Chora Church Museum (built in 1321 by Byzantine masters)
Climb up to Pierre Loti Hill for a coffee overlooking the Golden
Horn. Photo opportunity: Landscape at golden hour. Mini
Workshop, progressive techniques - shooting for HDR

Drive back to the hotel

Price On Application
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•
•
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•
•
•
•
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Day 1
Jet d'Eau (30 mins): The Jet d'Eau is a large fountain in Geneva, and is one of the city's most famous
landmarks. Five hundred litres (132 gallons) of water per second are jetted to an altitude of 140 metres (459
feet) by two 500kW pumps, operating at 2,400V, consuming over one megawatt of electricity. The water
leaves the nozzle at a speed of 200 kmh (124 mph). You will have very special access to the engine room and
have the privilege of switching on the Jet d'Eau in the early morning.
Guided tour of Geneva (5 hours): Also known as the "World's Smallest Metropolis", enjoy beautiful,
cosmopolitan Geneva. Discover the elegant shops with their French flair, the Jardin Anglais and the United
Nations HQ. Visit St Peter's Cathedral in the Old Town, take in a few of the more than 30 Museums. Your
driver will show you Carouge, a suburb built in 1754 that still today retains its original Mediterranean-like
atmosphere. Your personal guide and chauffeur will take care of you for your city discovery.
Du Rhône Exclusive Chocolatier visit and "make your own chocolate" (1+ hour): Passionate about chocolate
for more than a century, Mr Pertuiset established his chocolatier in Geneva in 1875. A man of taste, he quickly
forged a reputation for his establishment and soon the upper echelons of the belle époque were flocking to his
door. By 1967, Du Rhône’s irresistible little treats had conquered the world. Meanwhile, deep in the laboratory,
the master chocolatiers were driven more than ever to preserve their authenticity. in 1976, the establishment
moved to Rue de la Confédération. Du Rhône Chocolatier has become a prized destination for famous people
from all over the world. You shall also certainly experience the same exquisite taste sensations as General de
Gaulle, Grace Kelly, Yul Brynner, Winston Churchill, the Shah of Iran, Dwight Eisenhower, Fernand Raynaud,
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Day 1 Continued…
J.F. Kennedy, Michel Simon, Maurice Chevalier, Colette: Within your private laboratory visit you will discover
why Swiss chocolate and especially "Du Rhone" chocolate is so exceptional as well as having the opportunity
to create and decorate your own chocolate piece.
Chef’s Table at Le Chat Botté (3 hours): Contemporary and inventive French cuisine by Chef Dominique
Gauthier, Cook of the Year 2009, recipient of 18 out of 20 points on the Gault & Millau guide and who won a
Michelin Star for the first time in 2010. His exceptional talent recognised the world over and Le Chat Botté,
based at the Beau-Rivage Hotel, is one of the finest gourmet restaurants in town. Superb local produce is
presented with precise, sophisticated and creative verve that is sure to appeal to all the senses. Wine
connoisseurs will be in seventh heaven at the number and rarity of the wines on the list. The cellars at BeauRivage, home to veritable treasures, are one of the richest in Switzerland. You will dine at the Chef’s Table, an
exclusive table right in the heart of Mr. Gauthier’s kitchen where you will have an enviable opportunity to
watch the Chef and his team in action.

Day 1 includes:
• Privileged access to Jet d'Eau
• 5 hours chauffeured services with Mercedes Viano
• 5 hours Geneva guide services
• Chef’s table gourmet dinner at Le Chat Botté, Beau-Rivage
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Day 2
Private visit of unique watch maker - Louis Moinet (3+ hours): Louis Moinet is an independent watch brand
located in Saint-Blaise, Switzerland, specialising in the creation of high-end timepieces, often featuring exotic
materials and innovative technology, underpinned by the philosophy of limited-edition mechanical art under
the guidance of founder, CEO and creative director Jean-Marie Schaller, the brand harnesses the passion and
inventiveness of master watchmaker Louis Moinet, one of the greatest horologists of all time and the inventor
of the modern Chronograph. You will meet Jean-Marie Schaller, who will take care of you during your tour
through Louis Moinet Atelier and their portfolio of watches.
Visit Neuchâtel (2+ hours): Enjoy a two-hour guided tour through Neuchâtel, a pleasant city with a medieval
centre set amongst vineyards on the shores of Lake Neuchâtel, the largest lake located entirely in Switzerland.
Above Neuchâtel, roads and train tracks rise steeply into the folds and ridges of the Jura Mountain range – a
wild and hilly country characterised by remote, windswept settlements and deep, rugged valleys. This is also
the heartland of the celebrated Swiss watchmaking industry and known as the Swiss Watch Valley.
Day 2 includes:
• Private visit of Louis Moinet Atelier
• 70 hours chauffeured services with 2 x Mercedes S-Class
• 2 hours Neuchâtel guide services
Note: we recommend travelling in 2 x Mercedes S-Class due to
increased comfort for all passengers as Neuchâtel is located 130 KM
from Geneva.
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Day 3
Helicopter flight: Departing from Geneva, you will enjoy a 1-hour helicopter flight along the Swiss and French
Alps. This breath taking experience is combined with landing on a Glacier which lies 3000m above sea level.
You will have a champagne toast here overlooking stunning Alpine peaks.
Private vineyard experience with gourmet lunch, wine tasting and performance of Eva Simonin’s ‘Baladas Para
3’: The Domaine du Daley wine estate was founded in 1392, making it the oldest commercial entity in
Switzerland. It stands on an historic site overlooking Lake Geneva and is situated in the heart of the terraced
vineyards of Lavaux, a UNESCO world heritage site. Domaine du Daley grows 12 grape varieties on 15 hectares
divided into 5 appellations, including 7 hectares situated immediately around the Estate. They observe a
philosophy of quality and respect for the environment, working by hand on the vines and in the cellar with
small yields and long maturation times. They produce 18 different Grands Crus. These authentic wines provide
a range of aromas, flavours and structures that we invite you to discover.
After your private tour you will enjoy a gourmet lunch prepared by your private chef, wine tasting and a
performance of Eva Simonin’s ‘Baladas Para 3’. Pierre Van Brussels is a young and very talented Chef. Mr. Van
Brussels is today the Chef de Partie of the famous one Star Michelin restaurant "le Pas de l'Ours" situated in
the glamorous Swiss Ski Resort of Crans-Montana. This Cook-Artist will prepare a gourmet four-course menu
just for you. Mr. Van Brussels will demonstrate and share with you some of his secrets of the art of fine cuisine
which you can try for yourselves during your private lesson. A unique experience and journey into the world of
taste.
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After lunch you will have the opportunity to sample the best production of Daley domain whilst enjoying a
performance by Eva Simonin’s ‘Baladas Para 3’. They are a talented Swiss artist band that combine the art of
violin, piano, viola, acting and singing like nobody else. Eva Simonin’s ‘Baladas Para 3’ will present a
masterpiece inspired by the Tango Nuevo which will transport you to the enigmatic atmosphere of Buenos
Aires. An unforgettable virtuoso music performance in a luxury and private place.
Discover the Lavaux Region: The Lavaux is a region in the canton of Vaud in Switzerland, in the district of
Lavaux-Oron. The Lavaux consists of 830 hectares of terraced vineyards that stretch for approximately 30 km
along the south-facing northern shores of Lake Geneva. Under cantonal law, the vineyards of the Lavaux are
protected from development and the area became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2007. We will drive you
through the region and you will visit some of its historical villages.

Day 3 includes:
• 1-hour helicopter flight glacier landing, champagne toast
• Private vineyard experience with gourmet lunch, wine tasting
and performance of Eva Simonin’s ‘Baladas Para 3’.
• Mercedes Viano transportation

Prices start from £23,500
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Day 1
Your private guide will pick you up from the airport and drive to the Black Pearl Suites. On arrival a Private
Chef will be ready with an Icelandic gourmet lunch.
After lunch lets go and see little bit of Reykjavik which includes a stop in a private home where a lady will take
your measurements as you choose the colours for your custom handmade Icelandic wool sweater, gloves and
hats (these will be ready before your departure).
If desired we can also arrange for a personal shopper to help you if you wish to visit the design stores of
Reykjavik and artists in their studios (included in the price).
Now it's time for afternoon tea! We will visit the best master chocolatier in Iceland; he will make some
afternoon handmade Chocolates from the best available ingredients which contain no artificial additives. The
chocolatier has been accepted into the exclusive club of the 100 best chocolatiers in the world and to be
named "Ambassador of Belgian Chocolate". On the departure you will have your own handmade chocolate
boxes to take away with you!
What better way to end the day than at the Blue Lagoon. The whole exclusive lounge will be decorated for you
to spend up to 3 hours in the blue lagoon with a one-hour massage each.
Your driver guide will take you back in time for a private dinner at the Black Pearl.
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Day 2
The day starts by flying to Langjökull glacier where we will go snowmobiling on the second biggest glacier in Europe.
After that you will be able to go ice hiking or skiing and the level of difficulty will be adapted to suit each individual
with your PTI mountain guides. You can learn the basics, the correct techniques and how to use the appropriate
equipment. Today's lunch will be on the top of the flat ice, cooked by your own private chef.
After lunch we drive down from the glacier on self-drive Super Jeeps to road No. 1, the Icelandic ring road, where we
will go flying again. Super Jeeps will be waiting for you to drive on a glacier and in snow conditions. Mountain guides
that have proven themselves in the hardest conditions known to man will teach you how to handle the Super Jeeps
whilst recounting stories of their adventures.
Drive the Super Jeeps down to Gullfoss Waterfall, one of the 10 most beautiful waterfalls in the world. From Gullfoss
we drive to the Geyser area. We will see Strokkur's force erupt up to 30 meters in the air. A chef from Hotel Geyser
will be ready and waiting with a geothermal cooked afternoon snack.
From here we head back to the helicopter and then continue to Thingvellir where two tectonic plates meet. From
there we will see clearly where the Eurasian plate and the North American plate meet with stunning views over Lake
Thingvellir.
Now, almost back to Reykjavik we fly over the down town area until we see the domestic airport where we land after a
fantastic day.
Your guide will have a surprise for you during your private dinner at the Black Pearl. During the day he carved out a
2000 year old chunk of Ice and took it with him back to the helicopter. Tonight you will drink good whiskey with 2000
year old ice in it.
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Day 3
More adventures in the sky as we start the day back in the air. And what
a day it is going to be. Your guide will pick you up from the hotel and
drive to the domestic airport to meet with the helicopter pilots. After a
short briefing we are airborne and flying over the city of Reykjavik
towards Bláfjöll.
On our arrival we are going to do something unimaginable by going
inside a volcano. Yes, inside a volcano! It's been over four decades since
the first man set foot on the moon but it's only now that humans are
offered the chance to see what the inside of a volcano looks like. The
dormant Thrihnukagigur volcano (good luck trying to pronounce it!) is a
unique natural phenomenon. By putting up the necessary equipment,
we’ve created a tour that opens the door into a new world. All you need
is the willingness and courage to descend 120m/400 ft. to the bottom of
the crater in an open cable lift.
After this once-in-a-lifetime experience we fly over Hekla, the Queen of
Icelandic volcanoes, whilst on our way to Eyjafjallajökull, the volcano that
erupted powerfully in 2010 and closed down European air traffic for a
week. We fly into the crater where the ash plume rose up 10km into the
sky and you can only imagine the power as this little creator let rip 500
tonnes of ash per second!
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Day 3 continued
Eyjafjallajökull is a glacier and its volcano was under the ice, so seeing it from the air is absolutely stunning.
From Eyjafjallajökull we fly to Fimmvörðuháls which is the newest mountain in Iceland, formed in 2010 just
two weeks before Eyjafjallajökull started to erupt. Once the helicopter lands there, we will enjoy a sumptuous
lunch prepared by a private chef who will cook for you on one of the newest lands on the planet. Seeing the
steam rise from the warm lava is a surreal experience and you can even own one of the newest rocks in the
world by picking one lava rock to take home with you.
Airborne again we fly over Thórsmörk, the woods of the god Thor on our way inland to Landmannalaugar. On
our way we will fly over glaciers and strange mountains with all kinds of colours from red, pink, yellow to
green. We will land in Jokulgil, the glacier canyon, to admire the beauty in front of us, as this kind of landscape
is very unique to this world.
Now it's time to fly home to our base that is now on the south shore, a private lodge called Holar.
A private chef will make dinner this evening and, later on, we can go for a midnight horseback journey in the
area of Thórsmörk.
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Day 4
Today we fly east along the dramatic South Coast of Iceland en-route to
Jokulsarlon Glacier Lagoon. We follow the never ending stretches of black lava
sand beaches past the famous Eyjafjallajökull glacier volcano and tumbling
waterfalls. Once we reach the glacier lagoon we embark on a private boat ride
of iceberg exploration and seal watching.
Enjoy a delicious lunch created by your private chef whilst overlooking the
glacier lagoon.
As we head back we fly over the countless Vatnajökull glacier tongues, past the
highest peak of Iceland, and to the remote and rugged Fjallabaki nature
reserve. You'll see parts of the island that are hidden to all but few having
aerial access to highland lakes, braided rivers, glacial-hewn valleys, towering
mountains and majestic and primal volcanic scenery.
Now we go to Vestmannaeyjar or the Westman Islands that erupted powerfully
in 1973. We will have a look at the islands from the air, sea and land. We will
have a private boat safari around the Westman Islands on a powerful rib boat.
Airborne again we fly back to Holar where a private chef will be waiting for you
ready to teach you to cook the famous Icelandic lamb.
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Day 5
Today is the day to get up close and personal. Our destination today is Landmannalaugar on a Super Jeep or a
quick visit to Mars or even the Moon. On our way to Landmannalaugar we pass by Hekla volcano before
arriving at the interior route, across lava fields, black ash and scoria deserts. Landmannalaugar is an area of
great contrasts with black ridges and colourful mountains of green, red, yellow and orange.
We will set up base in the middle of nowhere and have a wellness moment. We will set up sweat tents and
have a private Yoga teacher or a story teller to get you in the mood and let you breath in Iceland. A private
lunch will be served at the base.
Take in the fresh air with all the untouched nature, rivers, craters, high mountains and massive lava fields
giving you the feeling of something very special. We recommend you top the day off with a nice hot bath in a
natural pool.
After exploring the interior of Iceland it's time to head back to civilization in Reykjavik. Overnight at the Black
Pearl where your private chef will be on hand to prepare tonight's culinary delights.
After dinner a member of the beer school in Iceland will teach you everything you need to know about
Icelandic beer. You will have a taste of the best, as Egils Gull has been voted the best standard lager beer in the
world at the world beer awards.
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Day 6
A private plane will be ready for you this morning at the domestic airport in Reykjavik ready to take you to
explore the north.
The flight takes about 40 minutes from Reykjavik. Upon arrival in Akureyri we will be met by our car ready to
start driving around the capital in the north. Akureyri is Iceland's second largest urban area after the greater
Reykjavik area with about 18,000 thousand inhabitants.
We leave Akureyri and head to Goðafoss (waterfall of the gods). At Goðafoss around the year 1,000 AD
Lawspeaker Thorgeir Thorkelsson threw his statues of Norse gods into the waterfall and made Christianity
the official religion of Iceland. More than 1,000 years later we still stop at this waterfall to see its beauty and
of course remembering our history.
From Goðafoss we head to Lake Mývatn, a shallow eutrophic lake not far from Krafla Volcano that erupted
intermittently between 1975 - 1984. We will stop at Lake Mývatn and see Skútustaðahreppur and
Dimmuborgir (Dark Cities). The Dimmuborgir area consists of a massive collapsed lava tube formed by a lava
lake.
Lunch today will be set up by a private chef in Dimmuborgir.
From Dimmuborgir we drive to Námafjall, a geothermal area with a collection of mud pits, steam eruptions
and out of this world landscape. You sometimes feel like you are on Mars when driving through Námafjall and
it's always good to stop and explore the area on foot for a short while.
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Day 6 continued
Next we drive to Dettifoss waterfall, 100 meters wide with drop of
45 meters, and having an average water flow of 193 m3/s making
it the most powerful waterfall in Europe. With such a powerful
natural phenomenon you get the sense of how small we are
compared to nature, taking the time to just watch and take
everything in.
From Dettifoss we go to Ásbyrgi canyon. The horseshoe shaped
depression measures approx. 3.5 km length and 1.1 km across.
Nicknamed Sleipnir's footprint as it's said that the canyon was
formed when Odin's eight-legged horse, Sleipnir, touched one of
its feet to the ground here.
After the days exploring, now we start to head back to Reykjavik
city. We say goodbye to Ásbyrgi and drive to Akureyri to catch our
flight back to Reykjavik.
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Day 7
Today we will head out of the city. Our first stop is at Thingvellir were
the Vikings established the first Parliament and now the oldest still
working Parliament in the world. Althing (the Parliament) has been
working uncut since 930 AD. Today Thingvellir is a national park and
also the only place in the world where you can stand on the American
tectonic plate overviewing the Eurasian plate. Good place for the oldest
Parliament right? Thingvellir is a natural wonder on an international
scale earing a place on UNESCO World Heritage list.
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Day 7 continued
After a light walk in Thingvellir it's time for a private dive in Silfra. When we arrive at the dive site where we will gear
up and walk to the platform, your guide will give you a briefing on the first dive. We'll take a few steps down the ladder
and make contact with the World's clearest water and dive in. The slight current formed by the underground wells will
make our dive in the crack an easy one. Your dive guide will lead the way and take photos and videos. After the first
dive we will make our way back along a challenging but rewarding 250m path with our dive gear before warming our
hands and spirits with some hot chocolate and delicious cookies.
We usually plan our dives so that we see Silfra Hall, Silfra Cathedral and the Silfra Lagoon on both dives. The Silfra Rift
is an absolute world class dive! Firstly you will be diving in a crack between the American and Eurasian continents.
It's the place where the continental plates meet and drift apart about 2cm per year. Secondly the visibility that you
will experience will rarely be surpassed, if ever. 100m+! The reasons for this clarity are twofold; the water is cold
(2°C - 4°C all year) since it's the melting water from a glacier about 50km away and has travelled through the lava
fields for many years before coming out at the north end of Thingvellir Lake through underground wells.
The Silfra water is as pristine as water can get and you can drink it at any time during the dives.
Private lunch in Thingvellir national park with a private chef. Then back to Reykjavik, afternoon at leisure.
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What’s included
Day 1:
• Blue Lagoon VIP room with massage
• Tailor handmade wool sweaters, hats and gloves (guests will get them before departure)
• Private shoppers
• Private chocolatier (one handmade chocolate box for each guest)
Day 2:
• Private Snowmobile on Lanrnokull Glacier (one person per snowmobile)
• Surviving the Glacier day: learn about arctic ways and skis
• Self-drive Super Jeeps (three super jeeps on the glacier; two Super Jeeps for guests and one for instructor
• Geothermal snack at Geyser
Day 3:
• Inside the Volcano (note: we bought 5 spots so they can be alone in the volcano)
• Private horseback riding (horses brought to Holar lodge for guests and a private horsebackriding
instructor).
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What’s Included
Day 4:
• Private rib safari in Westman Islands (up to 2 hours on the
ocean on a rib boat)
• Private sailing on the glacier lagoon (1 hour in a rib boat)
Day 5:
• Private yoga instructor
Day 6:
• Private beer tasting
Day 7:
• Private diving in Silfra (Thingvellir) with instructor and gear
Other:
• This is a big tour and impossible for a guide to handle alone so
he will have help all days from our staff (included in the price)
• Transportation for the chef on all locations where we have
lunch and all set up included
• Helicopter fuel (included)
• All gear for every activity (included)
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What’s included
Transportation:
• Luxury vehicle for the guests all days
• Super Jeep with private driver/guide on Day 5
• Bell 407 helicopter on Days 2, 3 and 4 (4 hours flying time each day, considered to
be the whole day). The helicopter will be based at Holar overnight.
• Private plane (Cessna 441 Conquest II) from Reykjavik to Akureyri and back
Accommodation:
• Night 1, Night 2, Night 5, Night 6 and Night 7 - Black Pearl Penthouse Suite
• Night 3 and Night 4 - Holar Private Lodge
Meals:
• Breakfast cooked by a private chef on all days
• Private lunch by private chef with set up on all days.
• Private dinner by private chef on all days.
• Dinner on Day 4 will be a cooking lesson for those who want to learn to cook
Icelandic lamb.
Available for up to 4 guests

Prices start from £79,000 for 4 guests
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Spread over two continents, Istanbul is a city of contrasts with
majestic Ottoman influences juxtaposed to ultra-modern
developments.
With legendary hospitality and superb shopping, Istanbul's
mesmerising history offers a perfect harmony between old
tradition & culture and modern, dynamic and young vibe.
The food is delectable, the sights and sounds an absolute treat to
the senses and Istanbul boasts a nightlife that is considered to be
one of the finest in Europe.
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Day 1
•
•
•
•

Transfer to Four Seasons Bosphorus by Yacht with drinks and
belly dancers on-board
Dinner at a 'By Invitation Only Museum' inside Emperor
Wilhelm's wagon
Visit the 1967 submarine where our sailor girls are waiting to
delight you
Private Party in true Ottoman style complete with costumes,
decor and with Istanbul's top DJ at Sumahan, a secret location
in Karakoy
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Day 2
Let the fun and games begin. Our location specialist, crew and
make-up prepare you for the Bachelors party video filmed over 7
best locations in Istanbul. This MTV style video will capture some
of your finest moments, but caution is advised as what happens in
Istanbul remains in Istanbul.
Enjoy a delectable lunch at one of the oldest hamams, one of the
last few build by the Ottomans. This iconic hamam is privatised
exclusively for your group with top DJ & hostesses, amazing
lighting and decor inside the hamam.
Visit a secret underwater location where our sailor girls are
waiting to delight you.
Evening transfer for dinner by yacht to Kahraman Fish Restaurant.
Later on, dive into the night back stage at Beach Party until the
last man is standing.
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Day 3
•
•
•
•
•

Enjoy breakfast on board your yacht on a scenic sail to Sedef
island
Lunch at Elio's followed by a sailing Regatta
Return to hotel for some much needed R&R
Dinner and pre-party at one of the best night clubs in Istanbul
Party like a Sultan at an Ottoman Mansion on your own
"harem with genies, slaves and courtesans".
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Day 4
•
•

Enjoy a late brunch at Poseidon, a trendy restaurant in Bebek,
the most exclusive stretch in Istanbul.
VIP transfers to the airport

Prices start from £80,000 (optimum group size 8-10
guests)
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One of the most rocking destinations in Europe
Riga, the capital of Latvia and largest city in the Baltic States, is a
vibrant, fast-evolving modern city that has a lot to offer, starting
from music festivals, sophisticated dining and classy spa
treatments to fun activities and hot night spots.
The city is particularly notable for its extensive Art Nouveau
architecture, which UNESCO considers to be unparalleled
anywhere in the world. Estonia is best known for its mysterious
medieval capital Tallinn, one of the best preserved medieval cities
in Europe. Visitors are enchanted by the narrow winding streets
and towering ramparts. Opera and concerts, art exhibitions and
antique shops, fine museums and well -stocked shops add the final
touch to what traveller might expect from a city as varied as
Tallinn.
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Ultimate Top Gun Experience: Fighter
Be the Top Gun, be as hot as Maverick! A spin in the skies on a real fighter
aircraft is what one needs for a genuine adrenaline kick. Machines cutting
the sky by inconceivable manoeuvres, frequently on speeds exceeding 570
Miles/Hr., under deafening roar of the turbines leaving loops of smokes – a
show gripping breath of weaver. L-39C Albatross, a tandem 2-seat jet
training aircraft in use by various, mainly European air forces.
Sky Diving Experience
One tandem jump for one person including cameraman with photo/video.
Together with professional instructor. 40 sec long free fly and Altitude: 3 km.
The Superman Experience: Getting free-flying lessons in outdoor
vertical wind tunnels from the world’s best free fliers. Take some time to
‘soar to new heights’ and free fly with our world famous experts. An
airborne person, not tied by any ropes or parachutes. The strong air flow in
the wind tunnel allows you to lay on it and glide in the air, perform the most
varying movements, acrobatics, and feel unbelievable emotions.
In Winter, Bob sledging can be quite extreme - Continue your adrenaline day
with Bobsleigh.
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The Robin Hood Experience
Those who prefer to travel back in time can don medieval armour and
wage a forest battle against a robber, queen and her men who come
armed with axes and arrows. Robin Hood never looked this pretty. The
mission is to escort a princess to the camp safely. The celebration
includes amber vodka accompanied by a pagan bagpipe and drum
concert.
The vodka itself is known for its peculiar taste and healing powers
gained from the bits of Baltic amber, famed for its anti-oxidants and
immunity boosters. Those who survive the battle will be welcomedas
heroes in the camp and deserve to celebrate their victory.
Pirate Attack on Estonia
Learn some archery and sword fighting before you take this mission, for
these times are dangerous and unpredictable. You will have to fight a
real medieval battle.
Embark a speed boat to capture a small island of Estonia situated in the
Gulf of Riga. Intrude into the peaceful lifestyle of the local inhabitants
and hold them hostage to get an authentic Estonian meal for lunch.
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The Soviet Prison Experience
Reality tour/show in Soviet prison, forts and secret radio
telescope. A historical interactive reality show involving the
audience. Created on the basis of true stories from life in the Naval
Port prison. The purpose and essence of the show is to give each
participant an opportunity to live the part of a prisoner and learn
about the most interesting and shocking facts from the history of
the prison.
The Rambo Experience
Rambo fans can create strategies on how to ambush the enemy,
seize their guns and grenades (all fake) and crawl through the
jungles after the baddies. Some heavy guns shooting . It is quite
exhilarating, depending if you're on the right side or the wrong
side of the gun. Learn how to use several different firearms
(Revolver, AK47, Shotgun).
The shooting instructors will introduce the safety techniques and
teach how to safely handle firearms and hit the paperboard signs
and/or metal signs. This is your possibility to get shooting
experience of different firearms (the power of the weapons,
kickback, specifications etc.).
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Charming Festivals in Latvia
Ligo is celebrated during the summer solstice, the longest day of
the year, but shortest night of the year – from June 23 to 24. The
holiday is celebrated by Latvians who sing and dance the night
away by large bonfires.
St. Janis is an ancient festival originally celebrated in honour of a
Latvian pagan deity Jānis, who is mentioned in Latvian folksongs
of antiquity. The festival takes place during the summer solstice in
Lithuania.
Formerly Ollesummer festival, the Summer Festival combines a
music and beer festival in Tallinn Song Festival Grounds, Tallinn,
Estonia.
New Wave is the Russian music festival in the Latvian resort town
of Jurmala.
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Drifting: Lessons from some of the top drifters in the region
Take this great chance to feel sharp and unique emotions driving with one of the best Latvian drivers
and the vice-champion of Eastern Europe in drifting, in a car specially prepared for drifting.
Drift taxi clients before driving, get instructions and a helmet. Duration of drift taxi drive depends
from configuration of track. After the event you can get pictures with you and the pilot, talk with best
drivers and feel the real atmosphere of race.
Savour the cuisines of the finest restaurants of the world
A prime destination for all those passionate about good food and fine wine, a restaurant located in the
most picturesque parts of Riga. The chef of this gourmet’s grotto & celebrity haunt uses only the best
ingredients, often seasonal, grown exclusively for the restaurant by local suppliers. The guest book
here is a cornucopia of praise from the President George W Bush, brothers Prince Charles and
Andrew, Paco Rabane, Pierre Cardin, Montseratt Caballe, Nikita Mihalkov, Jose Carreras, Elton John to
name a few.
Feast your palettes on a historically authentic fare serve made from carefully-researched recipes, it
provides guests with a whole experience using a combination of candle light, waiters and waitresses
in period costume and medieval background music. Chamber musicians round out the ambience
every night of the week at this Mecca of medievalism in the heart of Old Town.
Visit the open kitchen and food preparation on a real fire grill, located at the Baltic Sea side with
wonderful sea view from the panoramic windows, their summer terrace and the beach.
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Pulsating Night life
Explore Riga by night with cocktails at the most-gossiped-about
insider by invitation-only club which normally doesn’t allow
foreigners (VIP party at one of the most rocking nightclubs in
Northern Europe).
A small and trendy nightclub, located in Old Riga. You can dance to
a variety of musical genres here all night: Downtempo, Jazz,
Lounge, Bossa-nova, Chill-out, Soulful House, Funk House and
Latin House with DJ spinning together with live music of
saxophone, guitar or violin on stage and also appreciate club's
easy laid-back vibe.
The club can be available for private events, poker evenings with
friends, as luxury venue , as well as major sporting events
broadcast on the big screen. The club is perfect for corporate and
private events for up to 100 people, from presentations and
receptions to birthday celebrations accompanied by a DJ or live
music. At this club, you will find splendour and complete
exclusivity.
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Thematic experiences
The sailing vessel ‘Kajsamoor’, treasure hunts, snorkelling, diving
for treasure, great food and some raiding and pillaging!
Venturing ashore in full pirate gear to attack the local
establishments and frighten the locals. A peep into the Viking way
of Life A peep into the Viking way of Life Lifestyle with a day
spend at the Viking village near Tallinn. Enjoy fun activities such
as Longbow shooting, Axe throwing and other Viking activities.
Dine just as the Vikings did
Exclusive visits with experts to historic attractions such as the
Naval Base in Liepaja, a special event in the Secret Soviet Bunker
tour - You will be surprised and astonished at how easily you can
be cut of from the world and go totally offline! Take the unique
opportunity to visit a well-preserved, secret nuclear war bunker
nine meters below ground.
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Special events in Rundale Palace, Sigulda Castle
Immerse yourself in a Medieval experience in Sigulda and Cesis
castles. Today, one of the most popular destinations is medieval
red-brick Turaida Castle and it’s castle tower from which one can
enjoy a beautiful bird’s eye-view over the landscapes formed by
the River Gauja, it’s valleys and forests.
Traditional Latvian Sauna experience
A truly ‘soul refreshing’ pagan ritual. Refresh your soul with
Authentic Latvian sauna experience. A magically soothing
procedure with salt rubs, chocolate rubs, cranberry rubs, and ice
cold dips based on ancient knowledge about the healing power of
plants. Heal your injuries taking the magic elixir – AmberVodka.

Prices start from £4,000 per person plus VAT for 4 nights
(based on 8 guests)
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A swanky ski destination in the picturesque French Alps is a land of
plenty. Plenty of private jets, beautiful people, fantastic skiing, luxurious
accommodations and fine dining. You will be spoilt for choice in the
range of options available from luxury suites, beautiful chalets,
exceptional hotels and grand apartments. All accommodations feature a
range of amenities and services that would make stepping out very
difficult.
Courchevel is a fine-dining haven boasting 11 Michelin star restaurants.
Tantalize your palette as you partake in the finest culinary experiences.
You can also learn to cook from Michelin star chefs who will demonstrate
cooking techniques and special dishes in the kitchen of their restaurants.
Take skiing to a whole new level in a torchlight descent at night with just
the light of a torch and sound of your movement on snow. Besides skiing
you can also test-drive a snow cat on the ski piste, take a snowmobile
safari or go sledding. Soar the skies in a tandem sky dive, a paraglide or
hand glide over the Alpine panorama.
Enjoy a luxurious ski escape and join the ranks of Courchevel’s select
clientele of VIPs and royal families including Prince William & Kate
Middleton, the Beckhams, Christina Aguilera, Geri Halliwell, Lionel
Richie, the Saudi royal family, Peter Andre, Robbie Williams, Roman
Abramovich, George Clooney, Giorgio Armani and the King of Morocco.
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To enjoy your stay in Courchevel, we invite you to take with you your ski outfit
or warm clothes (pants, jacket, hat and gloves and warm shoes) to practice
outdoor activities: Skiing, Sledging, snowshoeing, skating and snowmobiling. In
December, we have temperatures below 0 degrees.
Pulsating night life!
Enjoy a good dinner, a glass of wine or a mojito with friends in this modern
restaurant surrounded by an always festive environment. Dare and enjoy the
new bistro menu. Tapas, meat and fish on the grill, boîtes chaudes with live DJs.
Another restaurant welcomes you for your lunch indoors, or on its huge south
facing terrace which enjoys views of the Saulire mountain. Simple, generous
cuisine awaits you with a rich menu of classics such as Beaufort cheese tart,
delicious cuts of meat, home-made bread and an incredible desserts buffet.
Musicians, singers and a DJ are on hand to liven up your meal and top of a great
day's skiing with music.
This is a great bistro with live musical entertainment each evening. Traditional
French "cuisine" wood burning "grillades", fondues and rotisserie specialities in
a warm and festive ambiance. The inescapable restaurant in Courchevel !

Prices start from £30,000 plus VAT for 2 guests for 1 week
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Travel to the heart of Chocolate and visit Phantom of the Opera
We suggest two hours at 'Maison du Chocolat' in a private salon within the
boutique where you travel to the heart of chocolate from cocoa beans to
Ganache. You will learn and participate in the three main steps involved in the
production of chocolate: the cultivation of cocoa (pods, plantations, beans), the
transformation into chocolate (nibs, cocoa paste, cocoa butter, chocolate
coatings) and finally the creation of handmade chocolates such as Ganache - the
speciality of this chocolate house. There will be multiple tastings throughout the
visit (three chocolate coated sweets, three pure Ganaches) and you leave with a
box of six chocolates and with documentation linked to the Tamanaco session
(chocolate glossary and Ganache recipe).
Lunch at a top gourmet restaurant, menu that has been elaborated by Guy
Martin.
We suggest a themed 1 ½ 'after hours' visit (Phantom of the Opera) of the
beautiful Opera Garnier.
The Crazy Horse show has a VIP seating area with priority access and cloakroom,
half a bottle of Milisieme champagne and canapes from Dalloyau.
Enjoy a sumptuous dinner at a legendary restaurant.
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Cooking, French pastry and Haute Couture jewellery classes
A cooking lesson at the lovely school of Guy Martin where the chefs have all worked
in his Michelin restaurant. As an alternative, we could also offer 2 hour French
Pastry class at the Pavillon Élysée Lenôtre, where you will learn three French
desserts around chocolate: mi-cuit au chocolat (molten chocolate cake), chocolate
macaroons and chocolate mousse.
Lunch at a cafe in Madeleine.
In the afternoon, you will voyage into the secret world of the oldest French
jewellery shop of Place Vendome - Mellerio dit Meller. The 15th generation of the
Mellerio family will share with you some designs that were created for royalty and
famous personalities that tell stories. You will be privileged to have a private and
exclusive access to the archives in the basement of the boutique.
Continue by private minibus with your personal shopper to enter into the world of
an internationally renowned shoemaker - Walter Steiger, famed for his Oscar boots
(curved heel boots) that have seduced famous personalities such as Victoria
Beckham.
A splendid meal at one of the trendy Parisian restaurants with great French decor.
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Wine based Spa & Palace of Versailles
We suggest the only wine based spa treatment available near Paris
at Les Etangs de Corot (very close to Versailles). The owners are
the same as Sources des Caudalie in Bordeaux (they are the true
pioneers of Vinotherapy).
They offer a bath in red wine, a grape seed scrub and a wine based
ritualistic massage - a half day experience that would be perfect to
rejuvenate from the fatigue and hangover of the previous night.
Lunch at either their gourmet restaurant or at the vaulted cellars
under the hotel with its typical bistrofood.
Post-lunch we suggest a private visit (after hours) of the Palace of
Versailles.
Drinks and dinner at Buddha Bar is followed by clubbing at one of
the swankiest clubs in Paris.
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Varied Options
•

Sky diving: We suggest the cliffs of Étretat in Normandy, 1 hour 45 minutes from Paris. It's
a tandem jump from a plane at 3000 metres and jump off the plane racing to speeds of
200km during the free fall before the parachute opens.

•

Walking tour: An enjoyable walking tour of the Marais or Latin quarter.

•

Cheese cellar visit: The only cheese shop that has its own maturing cellars inside Paris:
focusing mainly on wine and cheese tasting.

•

Haute Couture walking tour: for two hours where you can learn the history behind four
main French fashion houses - Dior, Hermes, Chanel and Louis Vuitton.

•

Perfume workshop: With either Nicholai (granddaughter of Pierre Guerlain from the
Guerlain house) or Givenchy (very exclusive and strictly by invitation only).

•

Wine tasting session: an introduction to the art of tasting wines and six wines from
different regions of France - Bordeaux, Burgundy, Alsace, La Loire, Provence - Rhone etc.

•

Champagne day trip: visit the Champagne region with special access to the Hennessy
distillery or Champagne manufacturers.

•

Two-hour photo shoot: A photographer can take you around Paris to the different
monuments for a photo session or choose Trocadero with the Eiffel Tower for two hours. Or
we can rent a private boat around Paris on the Seine.

•

Airbus factory visit: Europe's largest aeronautical plant where all the massive Airbus
planes are assembled. Tour lasts around 1.5 hours (subject to availability).
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The immense Palace of Versailles, built in the 17th century, with its Le Nôtre
signature gardens is classed as a World Heritage UNESCO monument. This
remarkable chateau was home to one of the famous personalities of French
history - Queen Marie-Antoinette, royal residence of Louis XIV to Louis XVI,
the seat of the government and became the most prestigious court in Europe
during the reign of Louis XIV.
Pick up at your hotel at 8.30am by private car or luxury minibus for a 45minute drive to Versailles.
An escorted tour with a licensed guide of the reception rooms - Salon
d'Hercules, the Kings and Queens apartments built by Le Vau and decorated
by Le Brun and the spectacular Hall of Mirrors - Galerie des Glaces. Then
stroll through the beautiful gardens with your guide. If your visit falls on a
musical garden or fountain display day, you will be able to assist at this
magical event.
Lunch inside the gardens of Versailles, near the Grand Canal used for Louis
XIV boat parties.
After lunch, guided visit of the Grand Trianon or the Petit Trianon or the
Hamlet of Marie-Antoinette.
Return to the hotel at 4.30pm.
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Chateau de Chenonceau
Chateau de Chenonceau is also known as the Chateau des Dames
(Ladies Castle) since it was built, further embellished and saved
from the French revolution.
Pick up from your hotel in Paris at 8am by private car / minibus
for a three hour scenic drive before strolling at your leisure
around the Chenonceau Castle.
Lunch in the grounds of the castle or at a gastronomic restaurant
close by to Chambord Castle at the participants own cost.
Chateau de Chambord
Chateau de Chambord is the largest and most extravagant
renaissance castle of the La Loire region. It was built on hunting
grounds for King Francois I in the 16th century. It is renowned for
its coffered vaults, the spectacular views from the castle's terraces
and its double spiral staircases conceived by Leonardo Da Vinci.
Leave the castle around 5.30pm and return to your hotel in Paris
at approximately 8pm.
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Honfleur and Etretat - 12 hour tour
Leave your hotel after breakfast (9am) for a morning dedicated to the
lovely seaside harbour town of Honfleur. It will take approximately 2.5
hours to reach Honfleur from Paris.
On arrival at the Honfleur tourist office your guide will take you on a
walking tour of the very heart of the historic centre with its landmarks
untouched by the passage of time. The town is reputed for the authentic
charm of its cobbled streets, its monuments and its cultural and artistic
heritage.
We suggest lunch at a place known for its original cuisine. After lunch
(around 2.30pm), leave for an hour's drive to visit the scenic cliffs of
Etretat.
Your guide will take you on a promenade by foot to see the cliffs of Amont
with a view of the cliffs of Aval, the Coli and Nungesser monuments and
the sailor's chapel. You will then continue to visit the centre of the town
with its architecture, old market hall and the Salamandre Manor.
After the tour, return to Paris and drop off at your hotel at approximately
8.45pm.
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Rouen - 10.5 hour tour
Medieval city of Rouen and an Impressionist exhibition at the Musée des Beaux-Arts de Rouen.
This was one of the largest and most prosperous cities during medieval Europe.
The cathedral of Notre Dame de Rouen is a beautiful example of Gothic architecture. The most
famous paintings of the Rouen cathedral are painted by the impressionist, Claude Monet.
In the morning, your chauffeur will pick you up at 8.30am and drive you to Rouen
(approximately 1 hour 45 minute drive). On arrival you will meet your guide at the Muséedes
Beaux-Arts de Rouen for a special impressionist exhibition called Dazzling Reflections with
100 of the most beautiful paintings from master Impressionists such as Renoir, Monet and
others. A guided visit of the Permanent collections of the museum will follow.
Lunch reservations will be made for you at a lovely restaurant in the historical centre of Rouen
for 12.40pm.
After lunch, you will visit the historical centre of Rouen on foot through its narrow streets
lined with magnificent timber-framed, corbelled houses, the cathedral of Notre Dame with its
gothic architecture, the Church of Saint-Maclou and the Church of St. Ouen, Le Gros-Horloge
where you can admire the extraordinary 14th century astronomical clock, La Place du VieuxMarché (the old city's market square) and much more.
Leave Rouen with your private chauffeur to return to Paris at 6pm.
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Vaux-le-Vicomte
Every Saturday evening from May through to October, Vaux-le-Vicomte can be
visited under the glow of 2000 lit candles within the castle and itsgardens.
Thousands of flickering flames make for a romantic and magical visit which will
undoubtedly remain etched in your mind. On every other Saturday, gold and
silver fireworks illuminate the vast gardens under the night sky. To accompany
this festival of light, classical music is played, evoking a night of festivities that
dates back to 1661. You could visit the castle on your own as guides are not
allowed to speak in order to keep the romantic spirit of the candlelit visit.
A candlelight dinner at 8.30pm on a terrace overlooking the gardens.
Choose between a three-course vegetarian menu or three-course lobster and
beef menu, both accompanied by a glass of champagne, glass of white wine, glass
of red wine and water.
Return to Paris and drop off at Buddha Bar or VIP Paris.
Chantilly Castle is also really beautiful to visit and this is closer to Paris. Giverny
House is where Claude Monet had lived and created so many of his famous
paintings. Auvers Sur Oise is where Vincent Van Gogh lived for a while and
where he created one of his famous cathedral paintings. You can also visit the
museum with a huge collection of these impressionist's paintings.
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What’s included:
•

Day 1: Two hours at Maison du Chocolat, gourmet lunch elaborated by Guy Martin, after hours
visit to Opera Garnier, Crazy Horse show with VIP seating, dinner at legendary restaurant.

•

Day 2: French pastry cooking lesson at Guy Martin’s school, lunch at café in Madeleine, visit to
Mellerio dit Meller, personal shopper trip to Walter Steiger shoemaker, dinner at trendy
Parisian restaurant.

•

Day 3: wine-based spa treatments at Les Etangs de Corot, lunch at gourmet spa restaurant,
private visit to Palace of Versailles, drinks and dinner at Buddha Bar, clubbing at swanky Paris
club.

•

Day 4: Full day at Palace of Versailles with lunch in the grounds and visit to the Grand Trianon,
Petit Trianon or the Hamlet of Marie-Antoinette.

•

Day 5: Full day visit to Chateau de Chenonceau and Chateau de Chambord with lunch.

•

Day 6: 12-hour tour of Honfleur seaside harbour town and the scenic cliffs of Etretat with
lunch.

•

Day 7: 10 ½ hour tour of Rouen including Musée des Beaux-Arts de Rouen, Notre Dame de
Rouen and much more with lunch in the historical centre of Rouen.
Day 8: Visit to Vaux-le-Vicomte under the glow of 2000 lit candles with three-course candlelight
dinner on a terrace overlooking the gardens, finishing at Buddha Bar or VIP Paris.

•

Prices start from £9999 per person based on a minimum of six guests with double
occupancy
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Welcome to the world of Saxony!
For many people all over the world, 1000 years of history fell into
oblivion, 829 years of which saw Saxony ruled by a single family
and playing a leading role in Europe. But since German
reunification more and more people are discovering that the
things that attracted people to Saxony earlier are still there:
spectacular architecture, art collections of world renown, a deeply
rooted love of music, living traditions, and locations of world
history, the strong attachment of the Saxons to their home,
precious skills and their love for life.
The best, the unique, the special, the things that make a trip to
Saxony an authentic and eye-opening experience.
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An Awe- Inspiring Landscapes and One of the Most Famous
Buildings In The World
Moritzburg Castle is famous for its gilded and painted leather wall
coverings. Gross-Sedlitz is one of the most remarkable garden
ensembles in Germany, with two orangeries, playful fountains and
Baroque sculptures. The main building is the Japanese Palace,
which Augustus built for his collection of porcelain, now a
museum.
Then the Saxon Switzerland National Park, Pillnitz castle , the
Canaletto view and many more.
Saxony ‘the Land of Castles’ has more than 50 castles, palaces,
gardens and fortresses. The state-owned palaces, castles and
gardens receive about two million visitors every year. These
buildings, some of which have a history of over 1000 years, were
the setting of historical events, domains of famous personalities
and are still imposing buildings to this day.
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The Picture Book Charm of Saxony’s Historic Towns - Germany's
Largest Area of Architectural Monuments
Just 55,000 inhabitants, but 4,000 listed monuments: such a
valuable historical ensemble in Germany can only be found in
Görlitz.
Over the last few years, Görlitz has been home to such productions
as the Academy Award winning film adaptation of ‘The Reader’
and the Jackie Chan version of ‘Around the World in 80 Days’.
The Most Famous Angels in the World and Collections of
Outstanding Art
The two angels at the bottom of Raphael’s masterpiece “The
Sistine Madonna” are known in the whole world, but visitors who
want to see the original have to come to Dresden. The 500 yearold painting, which like Leonardo’s ‘Mona Lisa’ and Botticelli’s
‘Birth of Venus’ has entered into the cultural heritage of humanity.
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A Paradise For Music Lovers and Feasts For the Ears
Dresden Music Festival, which always has a special theme, takes place every year in May and June and lasts for
17 days.
The century-old Bach Festival in Leipzig is dedicated to this great and still unequalled musician.
Dresden Opera house is considered the finest in the world. The magnificent building has been thrilling its
visitors and the fact that the
performances are mostly sold out, lies in the quality of the ensemble, which includes the Sächsische
Staatskapelle Dresden (Saxon State Orchestra), which uses the house for its concerts. In January, the opera
house is transformed into a ball house on the occasion of the traditional
Semper Opera Ball.
The White Gold From Saxony
The oldest porcelain manufacturer in Europe, whose famous crossed blue swords are the oldest trademark in
the world.
The second- largest porcelain picture in the world has adorned the lobby of Dresden- Neustadt station for
several years and is dedicated to the most beautiful castles and palaces in Saxony.
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A Tradition of Excellence in Craftsmanship
Now part of the Swatch Group, Glashütte Original makes almost all
of its components in its ‘transparent manufactory’, where visitors
can track every step of production. The in-house shop offers them
the chance to purchase the small masterpieces.
These include pocket watches, wristwatches and pendulum clocks
from different periods, as well as marine chronometers and
escapement models.
Europe's First Winery Experience - 850 Years of Wine Growing
The Saxon State Winery Wackerbarth is Europe’s first adventure
vineyard and provides enjoyment for all the senses. The Baroque
splendour is the backdrop for many events and many couples tie
the knot here. Wackerbarth is also Germany’s second-oldest
producer of sparkling wine.
Visitors to the transparent factory can track manufacturing
processes throughout the year.
Guests dine on Meissen© porcelain and the drinks are natural
products of the restaurant’s own vineyard.
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Adventures on Four Wheels - The Most Unusual Car Factory in the World
Volkswagen has continued the tradition of more than 100 years of
building luxury cars in Saxony. Cultural events are held regularly in the
foyer, such as concerts of the famous Moritzburg Festival.
The entrance building looks like a landing UFO and is used all year round
for events, even having its own catering. So a visit to Porsche Leipzig can
almost be an extra-terrestrial experience. The BMW factory in Leipzig
with its distinctive central building can also be visited.
To drive a Porsche is a dream that can become reality. Visitors can choose
to be pilot or co-pilot on both circuits and be a racing driver for a day.
Porsche Leipzig, also offers a variety of adventure experiences, one which
is of course a factory tour.
Witnesses Saxony’s Great Industrial Heritage – the Most Beautiful Dairy
Shop in the World
‘Pfund’s Dairy’ has been listed by Guinness World Records as the ‘most
beautiful dairy shop’ in the world.
Like in a picture book, the outlet shop was decorated completely with
tiles made in cooperation with Dresden artists by Villeroy & Boch.
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Joy To The World from Saxony - Eternal Christmas
The Christmas season in the Ore Mountains is an unforgettable experience: Visitors can assemble Christmas
smokers and paint them themselves. Anyone who has eaten a Pulsnitz Spitze, gingerbread filled with jam and
coated with chocolate, appreciates the tradition at Germany's oldest Christmas Market. In the museum’s
gingerbread demonstration workshop, you can try your hand at preparing them.
Germany's Most Popular Hiking Trail
Today’s hikers are still impressed by the wooded, wild and romantic gorges, the countless bizarre rock
formations and the breathtaking views. The hiking trail, which runs along both sides of the Elbe River, is the
most popular in Germany. At Saxon Switzerland National Park, stands the “rock stage” of Rathen Open-Air
theatre, often called Europe’s most beautiful outdoor theatre. Saxon Switzerland is still a paradise for
climbers, with 20,000 climbs on 1,100 free-standing rocks. At certain rock overhangs and in caves, where
there is often the chance to sleep and make a fire, climbers are allowed to stay the night in the wilderness.

Prices start from £15,000 plus VAT based on 4 people for 5 nights
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Zermatt
Zermatt itself offers both superb year round skiing, an array of
adventurous and inspiring activities to please all. This small,
charming and picturesque alpine village boasts Europe’s finest ski
area. It shares 313 km of world-class piste with its neighbouring
Italian village, Cervinia, and is famous for its large number of
gourmet mountain restaurants, abundance of Après Ski and other
leisure activities.
Zermatt’s car-free cobbled streets, inviting chocolate shops and
exclusive boutiques make it the resort of choice.
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Chalets
These free standing property, designed by renowned architect is located in the exclusive Petit
Village area of Zermatt. These Chalets have large sunny outdoor terraces with fabulous
southerly views across the vast virgin snow fields in front.
Inside, features reclaimed wood throughout and its modern contemporary style with the
highest quality natural fabrics. The stylish and comfortable open-plan lounge features a French
stone open fire-place and adjoining bar area. The uninterrupted views of Zermatt town below
and the Matterhorn at the end of the valley are spectacular from the picture windows.
All bedrooms are spacious, quite and comfortable, with breath-taking views of the mountains
and alpine fields from their own private terraces or balconies.
The master suites have their own fireplace and double height wooden ceiling, with design
using warm wood, clean lines, symmetry and contemporary colour to create welcoming,
comfortable and cosy bedrooms.
The wellness area includes a sauna, steam shower, relaxation and massage rooms with an
outside covered Jacuzzi. These Chalets offer its guests a private garage for 6 cars, heated
driveway, terrace and ski room with boot heaters. Also, secure wireless internet throughout,
dedicated service from your chalet staff, magnificent dinners prepared by the Chef (6 nights a
week), carefully selected house wines and an open spirit bar and a range of soft drinks.
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Zermatt Summer Activities
Below are some of the endless summer activities we offer in Zermatt – guarantees
amazing fun with spectacular views and adrenalin filled adventure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paragliding
Mountain Biking
Kick Biking & Dirt Scooter
Gorner Gorge Adventure
Climbing – Fixed Route - Via Ferrata
Snow and Ice Climbing - 4000m ascents
Hiking
Family Guided Walk – Lakes of Zermatt
Forest Fun Park
White water rafting
Kayaking
Fly fishing
Sports Pavilion
Wellness

Other activities include Helicopter tours, visit to the Glacier Palace at Matterhorn
Paradise, Zermatt Museum, Folklore festivals, magical sunrise breakfasts and sunset
dinners in the heights of the mountains, wine tours and tasting amongst the vines of
the Valais and of course.... Europe’s largest summer ski area open 365 days per year.
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Zermatt Winter Experiences
James Bond skiing and snow experience:
These chalets lend itself to the typical James
Bond style of accommodation, with private
vehicular that brings you through the
mountain directly to your chalet – totally
luxurious, high up, overlooking Zermatt. We
organise ice driving, skidoos, we work
closely with local ski guides on a ski safari,
perhaps even paintball shooting!
Helsinki down to open air lunch in the snow
with snofas, open fires and sizzling brandy
flamed lobster. Dinner on the top of the
mountain in a hideaway restaurant, with a
moonlit sledge back down, a black tie casino
night, (Martini’s shaken, not stirred), back in
the chalet.... anything is possible.

Price On Application
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Tel Aviv
This city is the economic centre of Israel, situated on the
Mediterranean coast. Tel Aviv is depicted as the city “that never
stops,” a thriving, vibrant, modern, dynamic, and multicultural city,
one generally characterized as tolerant, secular, and liberal, while
also materialistic and hedonistic—a city of the present, lacking
deep historical roots.
Experience behind the scene of Tel Aviv’s Artistic and Culinary
Experiences with one of the top Israeli young chefs and the
cultural highlights.
Visit the famous colourful Carmel Market, Art Museum and enjoy a
private dinner at the coolest fusion restaurant in one of the most
beautiful neighbourhoods in Tel Aviv.
Explore the buzzing nightlife of Tel Aviv.
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The Kibbutz Experience
Visit the Bahai Temple in Haifa.
Ascend the steep and rocky mountains of Golan Heights via
narrow winding roads and see the beauty of the endless green
pastures of farmland of the Galilee below, which would take your
breath away.
Get a glimpse and a taste of Kibbutz life by working in the fields
side by side with kibbutz members – old and new.
Enjoy variety of Kibbutz Experiences with the Kibbutz Member
socializing, singing and dancing way into the night.
Take of on a Helicopter to the Sea of Galilee, the Dead Sea and take
pleasure in the Kibbutz & SPA experience.
Experience the Boutique Spa Galilee Hotel in the Middle of the
Byria Mysterious forest.
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The Christianity and Judaism Experience
A private visit to the Church of the Annunciation hosted by the bishopof
Nazareth Michel Baffit at Nazareth.
Visit the Ancient Synagogue of Korazim. Attend a private mass at Domus
Gallilie where the Pope gave his famous speech on his visit to the Holy
Land.
See the Arbel Mountain above the Sea of Galilee and have a private
outdoor lunch overlooking amazing Dead Sea and Desert Canyons.
Relax, swim and take a mud bath in the Dead Sea.
Jerusalem
Visit the Johan Church of Ein Karem and the western Wall Tunnels.
The tunnel exposes a total length of 500m of the walls, revealing the
methods of construction and the various activities in the vicinity of the
Temple Mount. The excavations includes many archaeological finds
along the way and discoveries dating to that period.
Experience an authentic Jerusalem private dinner in a ancient building
overlooking the old city.
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Yad Vashem-Jerusalem Old City
Enjoy the hustle bustle of Tel Aviv's most vibrant, colourful
market. Via Dolorosa, the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, Jewish
Quarter, Muslim Quarter and the Yad Vashem Institute (Holocaust
Museum).

Price On Application
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Introduction to St. Tropez by city orientation in comfortable
private ‘tucktuck’ and visit the best restaurants, bars, clubs and
V.I.P. Party locations and other ‘must be’ places.
French Riviera and Monaco
Visit the beautiful Villa and gardens of the Esphrussi de Rotschild.
Built on the narrowest part of the Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat
peninsula, surrounded with romantic gardens with view on the
Mediterranean sea, the villa is one of the most beautiful on the
Cote d'Azur.
After the visit, savour delicious light lunch in the prestigious
interiors of this exceptional luxury villa.
Drive down to the luxurious Monaco. Discover the city and try
your luck at the world-famous casinos.
Savour a beautiful dinner at the 3-star Michelin restaurant. The 6
courses menu with 2 starters, 2 main, cheese & desert will be an
unforgettable gourmet experience.
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Experience wine tasting tour in 2 magical wine estates.
The wine estate guide will introduce you to their vineyards and
the world famous wine tasting - Le Domaine de la Rose or Le
Domaine sainte Roseline, Le Chateau de Berne or Le Minuty.
Rent a Super Car and enjoy the drive through magnificent
landscapes of south France.
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Cannes and Grasse
Enjoy the French Riviera and drive through the stunning coastal
road to Cannes.
Enjoy delicious lunch at the world famous film festival city Cannes. Take time to discover the beautiful city and some
shopping.
Continue the road to Grasse -The city that has had a prospering
perfume industry since 18th century. Participate in a workshop
“make your own perfume" in one of the renowned perfumeries in
the world's perfume capital.
Feast your palettes at a typical Provencal restaurant with
spectacular view of the Lou Fassum.
Enjoy an overnight stay on the Yacht.
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Saint-Tropez
Enjoy a Private Boat tour of Port Grimaud canals, Saint- Tropez
shores and drop of at Pampelonne beach and take pleasure in
dining and nightclubbing on the beach.
Enjoy your magical moment at French Riviera.
Au revoir et a bientot !

Price On Application
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Lapland is the largest and northern most of the regions of Finland
with the most vast, dramatic and spectacular untamed wilderness
areas that Europe has to offer.
Next to this magnificent natural treasure of peace, tranquillity,
grandeur, poetry and drama of the Arctic landscape there are new
experiences awaiting travellers behind every corner.
Ultimate snow adventures, car rallies on ice, day out with huskies,
dining at ice castles, soul refreshing SPA experiences, pulsating
nightlife.
What's more, you don't need to wait until Christmas to meet
Santa...
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Winter driving school with rally cars with a many times world champion, husky dog adventure in the fell
highlands of Lapland, snowmobile safari with American and European champion, F1 motorboat experience,
fly fishing in unbelievable wilderness landscapes, and much more…
A private meeting with Santa Claus, the Elf School that teaches you the secrets of how to become a real elf,
Santa Claus helper, elegant Ice Princess, private troll school, ski school with private teacher or a world
champion, Arctic snowlands with sledging hills and so much more…
Three course dinner at ice castle with possibility to see northern lights (depending of weather). The most
prized, talented and well renowned chefs with fresh ingredients and professionalism ensure unforgettable
culinary experience.
Lappish Ceremony
While you enjoy the drink of goblins in the warm glow of the open fire, the shaman drums call the spirits of
nature to join in the Ceremony. In addition to Finland’s best hotels, there are wide range of private and
exclusive properties, as well as ice and glass igloos.
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VIP box for ice hockey games, a lifetime experience of a backstage tour at the opera, a private cruise on a rare
steamship, watching a rally competition with the World Champion, a spectator-friendlysnowmobile
competition, a fireworks display planned exclusively for you, the night of your life in an ice or glass igloo…
Ice Karting (go-karts on ice)
Exclusive gala evening with Finnish traditional Sauna, Jacuzzi, music artist, gold panning and 3-course dinner.
The amazing yet versatile environment combined with top quality Lappish gourmet kitchen and a wide range
of services offers an impressive setting for incentives and leisure for both smaller and larger groups.
Unforgettable birthdays or weddings in a private snow castle beneath the magic glow of the Northern Lights.
VIP cruises on an icebreaker, with an Ice Bar built in the middle of the sea where we savour drinks.
Exotic adventures such as husky sled rides, reindeer sleigh rides, unique glass igloo accommodation, the
Official Home of Santa Claus, five-star log villas, Midnight Sun, Northern Lights, round-the clock salmon
fishing, ice fishing, winter ice driving, pure ingredients for cuisine, Europe’s last wilderness, home to Europe’s
last indigenous peoples, Sámi. Bear spotting, World’s cleanest air/water. Sound of silence. Pristine nature.
Excellent infrastructure. Internationally renowned cultural and musical events, snowmobile safaris, roundthe-clock golf, ice golf on frozen river, ice swimming, icebreaker cruises. Enjoy once-in-lifetime alternatives...

Price On Application
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Estonia is best known for its mysterious medieval capital Tallinn,
one of the best preserved medieval cities in Europe. Visitors are
enchanted by the narrow winding streets and towering ramparts.
Opera and concerts, art exhibitions and antique shops, fine
museums and well- stocked shops add the final touch to what the
inquisitive traveller might expect from a city as varied as Tallinn.
Take a short, snowy Tallinn walk and learn some secrets of Tallinn,
Estonians’ everyday life and love. Taste the mulled wine and
home-made gingerbread. Try on some authentic hand-knitted
mittens with traditional patterns. Enjoy medieval feast in the very
heart of Tallinn!
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Medieval Feast - Once the home of a merchant, this restaurant is the place to obtain the
most genuine impression of the dignified Hanseatic period at just a few steps from the
Town Hall Square. The extravagant feasts and drinks - takes place according to the same
rules and customs that applied centuries ago... Entertainment is provided by musicians,
whose professional skills have been considered worthy in several Hanseatic cities.
Nightlife at Tallinn - A night out in Tallinn can be unforgettable. The pubs and clubs in
the old town embed the evening in a special atmosphere not to be found elsewhere. The
late-night cellar bars in the old town offer you as much nightlife you can afford or
achieve. If you are in for various kinds of music, Tallinn at night is a challenge. Here you
find all, from funky jazz to hip-hop with an attitude and techno that gives your legs a
dazzling display.
Lazy Morning in the Spa - Indulge in an oasis of paradise for an exclusive Spa & Wellness
retreat, invigorating aromas, relaxing touches and an indoor pool, steam bath and sauna.
Medieval Teambuilding Program in Tallinn Old Town – the best way to get acquainted
with the town. The group is divided in smaller teams. Teams walk around the Old Town,
taking part in historical performances, actions or managing medieval challenges. All this
provide historical information about Estonian culture and history in an experiential way.
Game instructors in medieval costumes will judge and assist you at different historical
spots, which have played very important role in medieval city life. This is your
opportunity to see venues usually closed for tourists.
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Identify Your Horsepower With Private Horse Race - Visit the
hippodrome for some wintery adrenaline and competition. Get a chance
to sit next to the trainer who is driving a racing sulky. You can follow a
constant overview about the race and afterwards the winner of the final
race gets a winning cup. Beverages and rich choice of snacks will be
served during the race with vodka as a supplement for the brave spirit.
Try Your Skills in Nordic Games and Play Curling - Play one of the
craziest games that has glued millions of people in front of their TV sets.
Originated in late medieval Scotland, curling is now the official sports of
the Olympic games, requiring a great deal of strategy and teamwork, and
nicknamed "Chess On Ice". Learn and play the Roaring Game!
Experience a Modern Take on Traditional, Estonian Cuisine - The name
of the restaurant comes from an old folk song and dance, and both the
off-beat interior and the inventive dishes on offer, resonate with the
echoes of the nation's ethnic heritage.
Winter 4x4 Safari - A day out of the city… snowy, wild and slippery. Offroad orientation safari by following specially prepared legend,
completed with exciting and challenging activities like ice driving with
spiced-up 4X4 vehicles. Excitement, control, uniqueness and nothing
less!
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Visit the silent countryside Manor House where an old-style traditional buffet lunch awaits you. Located in the
former Ball Room of a beautiful manor house, this venue features one of the most beautiful fine dining
restaurants in Estonia. With its painstakingly restored original parquet floors and ceiling ornaments, paintings
and modern Scandinavian furniture the restaurant is a seamless blend between the traditional old and modern
minimalism. The high ceilings, the large windows
overlooking the Manor Park, the fireplace and a grand piano add to the ambience.
A frozen lake… Tough fishermen will teach you to drill a hole and bait a line. Hot local drinks will keep you
warm... Brave locals swimming nearby will show you the real Nordic power!
Estonian winters are rich with snow, so you can also take the chance to build a snowman in the courtyard!
Take a break and relax in Estonian sauna like the manor lords did in the good old times with welcome drinks
and pampered with luxury spa treatments, consisting of 100% natural fresh ingredients.
Gala dinner in a gourmet restaurant that offers another reality for those who desire genuine delight midst
nowadays world, stands a house filled with fabulous treasures –gastronomic and emotional – is a surprise for
many.

Price On Application
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Private transfer (helicopter available) to the classy village of Megève, the
very peak of elegance, sliding sports and tradition! The famous ski resort is
an enchanting realm of wooden chalets full of authentic charm and shops
with glorious window displays. Megève offers you the chance of a break
away from the crowd, in magical surroundings that combine modern
comfort with a rich local heritage. This place with all the appeal of a topclass ski resort has nevertheless kept its village, traditions, mountains
pasture and identity unspoiled. And it is a real exhilaration to speed down
the legendary slopes facing Mont-Blanc in all its glory… did we mention the
word “magic”?
VIP visit of Megève to the rhythm of a horse's hooves, comfortably seated in
a carriage: a so romantic way to discover the historical centre that has
retained all the charm of an authentic Savoyard village, nestling around its
medieval style main square, old quarters, narrow streets and welcoming
little squares livened up with fountains and wash houses. The tour will also
explain to you the development of Megève from its origins to the present
day and its transformation from a small mountain village into an
internationally famous ski resort. Actually, this success story started back in
the early 1900’s when the Rothschild family built the first hotel Palace.
Since then many more have followed, and the village has become the “place
to be” for rich industrials, businessmen, bankers and movie stars looking
for refinement and discretion. Enjoy the city tour or optional ski activities
and discover Megève by night.
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Snow Mobile Tour as Passenger or Pilot!
A high altitude restaurant where you will enjoy the local meal and the
amazing view over the French, Italian and Swiss Alps! Take time for skiing, or
go for one of our dog sleigh tours: learn all about the beautiful huskies dogs,
sit on the sled, and experience musher drives! Then, back to the village for
shopping (personal shopper assistant and/or private fashion shows on
request).
Visit one of our select restaurants followed by an optional night skiing on the
illuminated slopes, or night skating on an outdoor ice ring in the centre of
Megève surrounded by snow... a great moment not to miss!
Have you ever played golf on a snow ground? It is time to live this amazing
experience (private instructors available)! Or, if you prefer, join us for visit of a
local the farm with its cows, calves, horses... and sample some local products.
Enjoy dinner in one of the fanciest restaurant/club of Megève .
Take a short walk to visit the 'calvaire' of Megève: a pilgrimage site built in the
19th century on the eastern side of the village. Unique in the region, it has
been listed in the European inventory of historical monuments. Major
restoration work has restored the site to its initial appearance. The 14 chapels
and oratories have been meticulously renovated both inside and out and the
surrounding areas redesigned to restore the landscape of the 19th century.
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Megève - Winter Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curling - 45th International Tournament
Grande Odyssée Savoie Mont-Blanc
19th BMW Polo Masters Megève
Downhill skiing
Snow Golf Cup
Freestyle Skiing
Junior Criterium Mogul Ski competition
Hockey match

Megève Optional Activities And Services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ice Skating
Sledging
Dog Sleigh
Snow Mobile
Ski Pass And Ski Lessons
Free Fall
Paragliding
Hot Air Balloon
Helicopter And Plane
Private Transfers From And To Any European Cities
Luxury Chalet Rental
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Short Tours
•
•
•
•
•

Annecy Discovery
Genève Discovery (Lake And City)
Genève VIP Shopping
Gourmet Trip Short
Conduite Sportive Sur Glace

Arrangements can be fully customized on request.

Price On Application
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Take a private helicopter city tour of the legendary town of
Chamonix. See the fascinating Mont-Blanc Mountain, 4,810 metres
of rock, snow and ice. Enjoy some shopping at the town centre.
The Chamonix valley attracts tourists from all over the world. A
mixture of spectacular scenery and alpine history comestogether
at the foot of Mont-Blanc.
Chamonix – Aiguille du midi
Discover Chamonix’s major attraction - for more than 50 years,
the Aiguilles du Midi, the only journey like it in the world! The
highest cable car of Europe climbs more than 2700m and offers a
unique journey between the ground and the sky to reach the
panoramic terraces, which has the biggest glaciers and highest
peaks in Europe. The 3777 m high laid-out terraces offers a
breath-taking 360° view of all the French Swiss & Italian
Alps and a clear view of Mont Blanc. Savour culinary specialities in
a unique setting (high altitude restaurant). Enjoy the brand new
'pas dans le vide' a sky walk structure, made of glass, facing the
beautiful Mont-Blanc mountain perched 1000 metres on the top of
the valley of Chamonix.
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Chamonix - Mer de Glace & Montenvers
Step into the pages of history! The Montenvers rack railway starts
from Chamonix and climbs to an altitude of 1913 m and reaches
the bottom of the Mer de Glace, France’s largest glacier (7km long,
200 m thick). This historic site marked the start of Alpine tourism
in the 19th century and offers a panoramic view of famous peaks
such as Les Drus (3754m) and the Grandes Jorasses (4208m).
Enjoy a traditional meal at a place full of authenticity built in
1880. Tour the famous Glaciorium, the crystal gallery and the “Ice
Cave” to enter into the very heart of the glacier. The 'Mer de Glace'
which offers an extraordinary natural spectacle is a live area of 40
km2 and at 7 km long, its width varies between 700 and 1950 m
and on average the ice is 200 m thick and can sometimes exceed
400 m. The Mer de Glace advances at 90 m per year, and at up to
130 m in places. The Ice cave, re-sculpted every year, describes the
life of mountain people in the early 19th century (350 steps).
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Chamonix - A Day in Italy
Admire the road to Italy though the legendary Mont-Blanc tunnel,
measuring 11,600 metres long, which passes through the Mont
Blanc chain arriving at Courmayeur, a traditional Italian resort
surrounded by spectacular scenery.
The village of Courmayeur oozes with history and charm, its
cobbled streets and traditional old buildings, plenty of good
restaurants, bars and lots of attractive shops.
Visit to Aosta, the valley’s largest town, an old Roman town full of
monuments, shops and restaurants, framed by epic mountains.
Shop at the city centre and party at ones of the coolest night clubs.
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Chamonix Winter Agenda
Night Slalom FIS - The ski event in Chamonix where the French
national team will compete against skiers from all over the world.
Hockey match - Magnus Ligue championship - Chamonix vsEpinal
and Chamonix vs Grenoble
Freeride World Tour - The Best Riders on the Best Mountains at
the Ultimate Free ride Competition
The carnival - the grand parade in the city centre.
Chamonix in Red - Reviving the tradition, Chamonix French Ski
School instructors invitation to the winter celebration : live music,
mulled wine, a giant tartiflette, a cauldron of hot chocolate...
Black Week-End - Wild skiing: off piste, test, tartiflette or a "hot
dog" (a dual track of mogul skiing), organized by the brand, Black
Crows skis. As for music: three stages of which two are at high
altitude. Twenty live performances and DJ sets.

Price On Application
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Walk through closed doors, sneak into the houses of local
aristocrats, explore the backstage of Haute Couture and order a
bag with your own photo. That's on the schedule if you explore
Venice together with a genie!
In this corner of the Venetian Lagoon, still unexplored and
immune from mass tourism, time seems to have stood still. Close
to Venice, far away from the noise, our villa gives the feeling of
being catapulted into a painting.
We admire the scenery of this ancient fish farm caressed by the
morning sun when a shining Rolls Royce gracefully stops in front
of our door. Alessandro Dal Corso’s arrival is rather like a scene
from a movie. His family has been in the hospitality business for
generations, making him a magical host who opens doors to
incredible experiences.
We start the day at the island of Torcello for brunch at the
Locanda Cipriani, a beautiful inn located far from the hustle and
bustle of St Mark’s Square. The inn is a rite of passage for
gourmets, run by descendants of the Cipriani family. The bar is
adorned with pictures of celebrity diners, members of the British
Royal Family, Hollywood stars and famous artists like Elton John.
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Arriving along the Brenta Canal, our first stop is with Cristina Rossi at her family’s 16th century villa
Forscarini Rossi, richly adorned with frescoes and home to the family’s private shoe museum. Since 1942,
Christina’s family have partnered with some of the most famous stylists, producing shoes for Christian Dior,
Yves Saint Laurent, Fendi, Emilio Pucci, Givenchy and Christian Lacroix to name a few.
Alessandro knows the magic formula to open any door, be it the Louis Vuitton factory or the factory of Grazia
Pelletteria Bijoux, manufacturers of the finest leather bags for some of the big brands.
Here each bag is individually crafted with iconic images of Times Square, London, Hollywood glamour or an
image of personal significance. You can even witness the birth of your very own personalised bag. Venice is
truly one of the best places in Europe to buy art, antiques, glassware, lace, shoes and bags.
We have the rare privilege to be invited to supper with Countess Rizzardi in her family house and one of
Italy’s most influential architectural monuments, the Villa Valmarana ai Nani.
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The villa enjoys an enchanting location on a hill top overlooking Vincenza with the town on one side and the
Valley of Silence on the other. The Countess apologises that she has cooked the meal herself and that this will
be a very natural little family affair.
We even find a little hand printed menu, with details of the meal and wines to be tasted. The food is
wonderful with all the vegetables hand-picked from the garden, dressed with the estate’s own extra virgin
olive oil and it ends with a surprising sweet red wine that goes well with the warm chocolate dessert.
After taking leave from the Countess, we head back to Venice and hop into one of the sleek slipper boats, for
there is no better way to see Venice than from a gondola.
As we arrive back to our villa, tailors from Canali are already waiting to take our measurements Alessandro has taken the compliments about his dapper suit seriously.
Answering our admiring glance that questions the next surprise with a smile and lets us choose between a
private concert of Andrea Bocelli or a dinner with Sting.

Prices start from £7,500 per couple per day or £35,000 for 5 nights.
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Day 1
Arrival in London, meet & greet at the airport, private transfer to
your hotel.
Panoramic highlights tour of London with all the major sights of
both London's Old City and vibrant West End. Suitable for those
visiting for the first time, or those just wishing to re-acquaint
themselves with the Capital's charms, this tour is London in a
nutshell!
We'll drive past such famous sights as Big Ben, Buckingham
Palace, Trafalgar Square, then along the river to the Tower of
London.
No interior visits are included, but photo stops will be made at
appropriate points.
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Day 1
Afterwards enjoy a ride on the London Eye in your own private
capsule with a welcome glass of Champagne!
Afternoon at leisure to relax after your flight.
This evening enjoy a special dinner at one of London’s top
restaurants. For exquisite Summer time al fresco and terrace
dining with a view over the River Thames there really is no better
venue. The restaurant offers a fine dining experience in an
intimate atmosphere. The modern British dishes are seasonal
and beautifully presented with an innovative twist.
Afterwards, dive into the nightlife. London’s club scene, with
more than 200 venues, has reached pinnacle levels, with even
Sunday nights providing a notable variety of dance music.
Globally famed club nights include the Ministry of Sound and the
nostalgia of School Disco. Soho, for centuries the heart of
London’s nightlife, teems with a glamour aura and thriving gay
scene.
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Day 2
Today, choose one of the following optional activities:
OPTION 1: Private Shopping Tour
There is no better shopping destination in the world than
London, but London's sheer size and scale can often leave visitors
overwhelmed and even worse, lost. This is a relaxed walking tour
that will delight both serious shoppers and casual browsers. Get
the inside track on locations known only to native Londoners and
industry insiders. Avoid the usual tourist traps and discover
London like a sophisticated local. This tour focuses on the
upmarket enclaves of Bond Street and Marylebone. Packed with
interesting treasures on every corner, we take you to slick
department stores, world renowned designers, intimate
boutiques, and independent shops. This is an engaging walk for
enthusiasts of fashion, interiors and just about anything else you
can imagine. From the established to the up-and-coming, we look
forward to showing you London's best.
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Day 2
OPTION 2: River Thames RIB Tour
This Thames RIB boat trip is wild, fantastic fun for all ages, this
high speed boat trip is an extravaganza not to be forgotten. Speed
through London at 35 knots as the Thames is eaten up by 400hp.
Zoom under the capital’s famous bridges and marvel at London’s
landmarks from your exclusive vantage point. Afterwards compare
notes at a traditional London "boozer" with a 2 course lunch and a
pint of beer!
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Day 2
OPTION 3: Spa and Afternoon Tea Experience
Enjoy a Spa treatment at Harrods! This wonderful package starts
with a relaxing foot soak during your consultation. You will be
then treated to a massage. Lay back and relax as your face is next
to be pampered. Using Urban Retreat Skincare products designed
by Anastasia, your skin is steamed, cleansed and massaged.
Followed by a brightening, wet clay exfoliator, and radiance
boosting massage to release toxins, stimulate the skin and drain
excess fluids. A final, plumping mask is applied and then your
experience is finished with Inhalessence to send you on your way
completely rejuvenated. This treatment finishes with a serene
scalp massage. Afterwards enjoy Pret-a-Portea at the Berkeley, a
fashionista’s Afternoon Tea inspired by the latest fashion
collections.
Let the day fade out with a Theatre Evening. Enjoy a traditional
Pre-Theatre dinner in the heart of Theatreland, prior to attending
a performance of one of London’s hit West End shows. Afterwards
time at leisure to enjoy London’s top bars and clubs.
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Day 3
Today, choose one of the following optional activities:
OPTION 1: Gourmet Foodie Fayre
Introducing prolific food writer and author Sudi Pigott who has
been writing on food, restaurants and gastro-travel for more than
a decade. Her foodie antennae are invariably on full alert whether
she’s meeting artisan producers (the more eccentric or esoteric
the better) or exploring culinary history and meaningful foodie
trends. Her tour of Borough Market, London’s oldest and without
doubt the most prestigious food market, is the ultimate foodie
destination. Besides filling you in on the market’s colourful
history, Sudi will introduce you to the best and most characterful
British producers, explain their specialities, and offer plenty of
specially arranged delicious tastings including diver-caught
scallops, potted shrimps, definitive pork pies, mutton prosciutto,
the newest British blue cheese plus the ultimate chocolate
brownie and much more.
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Day 3
OPTION 2: Horse Riding
Rotten Row, in London's Hyde Park, has been the most famous
equestrian venue in England for 300 years. Hyde Park Stables
offer horse riding and horse riding lessons all year round in
Central London on horses and ponies chosen for their safe
temperament. There are five miles of bridleways for horse riding
in London's Hyde Park beside the Serpentine Lake, in the most
beautiful setting for horse riding in a Capital City anywhere in the
world. There are also two outdoor riding arenas, for more formal
horse riding lessons and dressage. The riding stables in Hyde
Park cater for riders of all abilities, previous experience is not
necessary.
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Day 3
OPTION 3: London Through a Lens
The Eye Photographic Workshop has been set up in collaboration
with professional photographer and founder Michael Potter, and
offers guests a one day workshop with a digital SLR camera.
Taking in iconic London sights and landmarks the workshop
allows you to acquire a valuable new skill and a truly local and
authentic experience to take back home. You will be offered the
choice of four different packages from sights and architecture –
old and new, pro studio fashion shoots, wildlife in Richmond Park
or plant life at the beautiful Edwardian Petersham Nurseries. Be it
knowledgeable amateurs or snap-happy novices the workshops
are tailored to all abilities and offer an unforgettable stay in one of
the world’s most famous cities.
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Day 3
Dinner at an elegant and breathtakingly beautiful restaurant,
situated in the heart of Piccadilly Circus. Originally opened in
1874, the Grade II listed lavish space has undergone a gentle and
sympathetic restoration of its spectacular interiors, adding
warmth and softness to the space. Head Chef, Matthew Foxon, has
created a Modern European menu that is simple and luxurious,
sourcing the finest and freshest ingredients from the British Isles.
Afterwards time at leisure to enjoy London’s top bars and clubs.
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Day 4
Today, choose one of the following optional activities:
OPTION 1: Top Gun Air Combat Mission
Do you feel the need… the need for speed? Your ex-military
instructors will demonstrate a formation take-off and close formation
manoeuvring before teaching you how to fly aerobatics yourself!
After you have flown some aerobatic manoeuvres to acclimatise you
to the g-force, you will be introduced to tail-chasing and air combat!
OPTION 2: Day Trip on the Orient Express Famous British
Pullman
Does the prospect of riding in an old-fashioned steam engine while
being served a fabulous lunch sound appealing to you? You will be
welcomed aboard by extremely friendly and professional stewards
who look very sharp in their clean and pressed uniforms. The train’s
carriages are adorned in umber and cream livery for a beautiful and
elegant design that will make you feel like your are a member of the
British Royal Family. Learning about history and enjoying the British
countryside is a great way to spend an afternoon in style.
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Day 5
Hot Air Ballooning in the Home Counties
A flight in a hot air balloon is so unlike anything else you will
experience in life today. Over 200 years old, this was how men first
took to the skies - hot air ballooning just has to be one of the most
romantic ways to fly. Few can resist the attraction as a hundred feet
of wispy nylon majestically rises with the dragon like roar of the
burners. And whether you choose a morning or evening flight, the
experience will be remembered for years to come!
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Day 5
Head for Cliveden House, in the beautiful Berkshire countryside.
With magnificent views across the River Thames, Cliveden was the
glittering hub of society as the home of Waldorf and Nancy Astor
in the early part of the 20th century, and later infamously
associated with the 'Profumo Affair' which rocked British politics
in the 1960s. The spectacular estate with a celebrated parterre,
has a series of formal gardens, each with its own character, an
outstanding collection of sculpture and statues from the ancient
and modern worlds, as well as extensive woodland and riverside
walks. Now a stunning hotel, Cliveden will be your home for the
next three nights. Relax and unwind before a sumptuous dinner
this evening in the French Dining Room. On a visit to Paris in
1897, William Waldorf Astor was shown the gilded panelling in
Madame de Pompadour’s 18th century dining room at the
Chateau d’Asnieres. Realising the proportions exactly matched
those of the dining room at Cliveden he bought the panelling, table
and chairs, then had the entire room reconstructed in his home.
This Rococo masterpiece provides an incomparable setting for any
meal.
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Day 6
A unique opportunity to experience a range of exclusive and quintessentially English activities within the
grounds of one of the finest stately homes in Britain. Set in the beautiful 376 acres of National Trust parkland,
this event is made up of a selection of outdoor activities typically enjoyed by the landed gentry and the many
celebrities to whom Cliveden has played host. The event revolves around a number of traditional outdoor
pursuits. These can either be structured, allowing you to rotate around the activities and thereby adding a
competitive dimension, or can be run as relaxed activities to allow you to experience them at your leisure.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Archery
Treasure Hunts
Falconry
Ferret racing
Quad Biking
Rally Driving
Laser clay shooting
Duck herding
Dog handling
Segway course

Event Enhancements:
• Lord Astor, a professional actor, to host the 'games’
• A photographer to capture the highlights of the day
• A tour of the House and/or the grounds by a National Trust curator
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Day 6
Casino Evening
Your very own exclusive casino, where all of your guests get to
enjoy the thrill of the tables and the taste of victory.
A casino is a fun and exciting enhancement to any evening event,
guaranteeing a lively and interactive experience for guests across
all ages and genders. Players will be given their own 'fun money'
and our experienced croupiers will interact with guests, whether
novices or experts, at the gaming tables and ensure everyone is
involved in the exciting action.
Guests can experience a variety of tables, either by trying their
hand at Blackjack, spinning the roulette wheel or practicing their
poker face. It is not only exhilarating for those playing but also
exciting for those watching. Towards the end of the evening last
bets are called and we can conclude with handing out prizes to the
winners.
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Day 7
The Pavilion Spa offers a unique historic experience in breathtaking rural surroundings like nowhere else. Situated inside the
famous Walled Garden, The Pavilion Spa is an oasis of calm and
relaxation. This haven of tranquillity offers an impressive list of
beauty and holistic treatments from exclusive brands such as
Terraké, CARITA and JESSICA within seven treatment rooms. In
addition to this, spa guests can relax in the heated indoor and
outdoor pools, Canadian hot tubs, whirlpool spas, saunas and
steam rooms. The Walled Garden is a secluded suntrap, with an
array of sunbeds next to the pool. Spa guests can dine in the
Conservatory restaurant for informal light lunches and a waiter
service is available by the pool. The Pavilion Spa offers specialist
face and body treatments suitable for all ages, men and women.
Robes, towels, slippers, toiletries, water, tea, coffee, herbal teas,
homemade biscuits, fresh fruit, newspapers and magazines are all
provided free of charge.
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Day 7
For those wanting to play golf, there are a number of high quality
golf courses in the local area, and arrangements can be made for
you to take advantage of these. For example, the Lambourne Golf
Club is a premier golf club in Buckinghamshire, set in 180 acres of
breath-taking parkland amongst magnificent old oak and beech
trees and six picturesque lakes. It is one of the most prestigious
private members golf clubs in the Buckinghamshire region. The
18-hole, 6798 yard par-72 golf course was designed by world
renowned course architect Donald Steel and opened in 1992. The
golf course at Lambourne is of championship standard and length,
and you will enjoy hitting to generous fairways and attacking wellprotected greens.
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Day 7
Evening Wine Tasting and Dinner
Once Lord Astor’s private wine cellar, the Cellar Dining Room has
been beautifully restored and is perfect for a more intimate,
informal setting. It has brick walls, mighty pillars and a vaulted
ceiling, making an unusual and atmospheric dining room for
smaller parties and private gatherings. We’ll enjoy a wine tasting
here, before a private dinner in Lord and Lady Astor’s former
interconnecting sitting rooms, which have now been converted
into private dining spaces.

DAY 8
Private transfer to the airport.
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Package includes:
• Day 1 – airport meet and greet, private airport transfer,
London tour, ride on London Eye with champagne, dinner at
top London restaurant, exclusive nightclub entry.
• Day 2 – choice of Private Shopping Tour, River Thames RIB
Tour or Spa and Afternoon Tea Experience followed by dinner
and a West End show.
• Day 3 – choice of Gourmet Foodie Fayre, Horse Riding or
London Through a Lens followed by dinner at a top London
restaurant.
• Day 4 – choice of Top Gun Air Combat Mission or Day Trip on
the Orient Express Famous British Pullman
• Day 5 – hot air ballooning and transfer to Cliveden House
• Day 6 – outdoor pursuits and casino evening at Cliveden
House
• Day 7 – evening wine tasting. Spa or golf experience can be
arranged at additional charge
• Day 8 – private airport transfer
• Entry-level suites at top hotels, chauffeur service, daily
breakfast, one major meal each day, light lunches and
experiences each day.

Prices start from £12,500 per person plus VAT based on
two people sharing a double room
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Luxury Private dining at Pollen Street:
Step inside London’s commended restaurant Pollen Street Social for an intimate private dining experience.
Quietly tucked away in a little street in Mayfair, the restaurant highlights the best of British cuisine with a
French twist. As testament to the quality of the dining experience, Pollen Street Social received a Michelin star
within 6 months of opening in 2011. Atherton’s success in London has seen him open restaurants all over the
world, including Dubai, the USA and the Philippines. This portfolio of restaurants now holds four Michelin
stars, a feat that’s hard to beat.
The menu as part of this experience will be designed by highly praised Head chef Dale Bainbridge and Chef
Patron Jason Atherton. With Jason Atherton being one of the biggest influences in the chefs’ movement, there is
understandably a huge but healthy pressure’ to ensure the very high expectations of diners is met each time
they visit. Each chef working in the far-flung corners of The Social Company is consciously pushing forward,
using influences from its diverse collection of restaurants to keep each other up-to-date with what is emerging
in world cuisine.
As your party dines on delicately curated dishes, the head chef will talk through each course to help you
appreciate the techniques and flavours integrated, taking your dining experience to a new level. To truly bring
the dishes to life, you’ll also be joined by head sommelier Agnieszka Swiecka who will carefully select a glass of
wine to accompany each course. Swiecka learnt her craft in London, working in wine bars and restaurants such
as El Vino, Tamarai and Wyndham Grand Hotel.
To top the experience off you and your 8-14 guests will receive a signed cookery book by Jason Atherton.

Prices start from £500
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Many people, whether beginners, collectors or anyone in between, wish they knew more than they do about
wine. Some people are genuinely motivated to do something to close the gap and this course if for them.
The emphasis is put on the quality of the instruction, programme and learning; that knowledge and
experience will stay with the participants for the rest of their lives. The enjoyable and luxurious context, the
emphasis on fun and the various activities provided make this adventure into the world of wine enjoyable as
well as effective.
The Venue
Extreme Wine is set at La Verrière, a medieval priory in Provence renovated to the highest international
standards of comfort and luxury and home to award-winning Chêne Bleu wines. It includes a dedicated
teaching facility, state-of-the-art tasting room, working vineyard and winery to complement classroom
instruction. The first-class instruction and hands-on opportunities set this boot camp apart from other wine
courses.
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The Students
Extreme Wine is designed to be more than a typical wine course. Join a small and exclusive group (up to 14)
of international wine lovers for five days of total immersion: lectures, workshops, tastings of exceptional
wines, hands-on activities in the winery and vineyard, and wonderful wine games. We welcome people from
all over the world and the instruction is in English. We also welcome spouses and companions for whom we
can arrange tailor-made programmes.
The Course
Extreme Wine is La Verrière’s signature annual wine course, a five-day "full-immersion" experience ideally
suited to wine enthusiasts who are keen to improve their wine knowledge and tasting skills in the most
lasting, effective and enjoyable way. The course is suitable for beginners as well as experienced enthusiasts
and collectors. La Verrière’s emphasis on quality and method of instruction ensures that learning will stay
with the participants for the rest of their lives. Complete the course with globally recognised Intermediate
Certification by the prestigious WSET, as well as La Verrière’s proprietary Chêne Bleu Extreme Wine
Certification. The course content has been exclusively designed by Clive Barlow, a Master of Wine, who is also
one of the instructors alongside other extremely talented and enthusiastic tutors, and includes projects in the
vineyard, making your own assemblage, purchasing, ordering, and matching wine with food, as well as
organizing and maintaining a cellar.

Price On Application
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Destination: South Africa
Breakfast in utmost luxury on the balcony of the villa perched high
on the cliffs, overlooking the whale watching paradise of Walker
Bay.

Price On Application
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Destination: Italy
Over the course of four incredible days, experience grand tastings,
seminars, special dinners and entertainment at the highest level of
excellence. The celebration will close with a relaxed country lunch
at the private villa Il Palagio, courtesy of owners Sting and Trudie
Styler.

Price On Application
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Indulge your taste buds at Napa Valley, California’s famous wine region,
with a private vineyard tour and dinner.
You’ll get the chance to blend your own wine and sample the finest
collection from the famous Napa Valley region, before tucking into a
private gourmet dinner at the French Laundry – one of the region’s finest
Michelin-starred Restaurants

Prices start from £13,750 per person
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Destination: Italy
A scenic journey in a carriage atop the Alps where the private chef
is already waiting to create a special dinner. A refined meal with a
sunset over the most spectacular landscape is exactly what one
needs as a perfectly romantic location for a declaration of love.

Price On Application
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Destination: Iceland
Fresh air is the best digestive while enjoying an amazing lunch - a
real outdoor ice buffet with Icelandic delicates and hot drinks on
Langjökull, the second biggest glacier in Europe.

Price On Application
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Destination: Croatia
An exclusive dinner needs proper preparation: a few hours of
truffle hunting in forest with well-trained dogs, a top chef to
prepare them and a venue with a touch of eternity. Surrounded by
the 1700 year old walls and the sounds of "klapa", the traditional a
cappella band, one is enabled to hear the whispers of the times
long gone.

Price On Application
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Destination: Slovenia
The island with its imposing medieval castle seems to be cut out of
the 13th century and attached right in the middle of the Krka
River. An astonishing hotel that has retained its character as well
as authenticity of its truly magical setting.

Price On Application
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Destination: Italy
A private lunch reception in the company of the Countess and her
husband. Their villa is one of Italy's most influential architectural
monuments, its interiors lavishly decorated by frescoes.

Price On Application
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Destination: Slovenia
Sophisticated gourmet restaurant of spectacular views and
delightful food on top of a mountain, enchanting the sight by the
impeccable lawns of a golf course on one side and vineyards laden
with juicy grapes on the other.

Price On Application
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Destination: Montenegro
A tiny island in the Mediterranean with 15th century fortress,
surrounded by pink sandy beaches and emerald waters. Hidden
path through a cave leading to a private miniature beach to share
the most precious moments.

Price On Application
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8 Days, 7 nights culinary tour in Italy with T spoons
Cooking classes & nature trails in the Ligurian Riviera
Highlights include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A seven-night stay at the Abbadia San Giorgio on the Ligurian
Riviera.
Walking tour of Moneglia, pesto demonstration and welcome
dinner.
Three cooking classes with dinner.
Two market excursions including Chiavari and Varese.
Two walking tours in the Cinqueterre including wine tasting.
One walking tour of Moneglia coastline via the village bakery.
One walking tour of Montemarcello peninsula.
Ground transport to and from Genoa airport on arrival and
departure.
Excursions by private bus and trains.
Breakfast daily, six lunches and seven dinners including wine
and water with meals.
Tours accompanied by the owner on five days plus hostess
throughout.
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Introduction
Moneglia, one of the prettiest villages in Italy, showcases the Ligurian Riviera at its best; a natural haven,
forgotten by time nestling in a secret valley open to the sea but hidden from the rest of the world. Kick back at
the beachside cafes, feel the sand between your toes, take sunset strolls on the beach and enjoy the flavours of
wonderful cooking whilst staying in our very special luxury guesthouse, a former 15th century Franciscan
friary.
Meals, luxury accommodations, ground transportation by private bus as well as train, three cooking classes,
food and walking tours to the Cinqueterre and Montemarcello peninsula, plus winery and market visits will
help restore balance and serenity to your life.
Featured Lodging Description
Staying in this restored Franciscan friary dating from 1484 by the striped steeple of St George’s church, you
step into the cloister only to sense the gentle hum of daily life in the colourful seaside village of Moneglia
retreat.
Within this oasis of peace eight individually decorated rooms offer period features and antique furnishings, as
well as modern en-suite bathrooms with shower, Wi-Fi and luxury amenities. The awards speak for themselves:
Winner of Condé Nast Johansens Readers' Award 2011 and Most Excellent Luxury guesthouse 2009. To
enhance your stay personal attention is assured from owner who will personally guide excursions on 4 days.
Moneglia is restricted to traffic, leaving an unspoiled Riviera lifestyle, sandy beaches and pristine walking trails.
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Accommodation Selection
All rooms enjoy private en-suite bathroom with shower, telephone, satellite TV, room safe, hair dryer, mini bar and
air-conditioning.
Classic rooms are furnished with a full double bed (54in. x 75in.). The room size is approximately 150 sq. ft.
Recommended for sole occupancy / singles.
Junior Suites are furnished with double beds (69in. x 77in.) and are suitable for couples or sharers as the beds are
divisible. Rooms are larger than standard at approx. 215 sq. ft.
Recommended for friends sharing.
Large Junior Suites are furnished with larger doubles (70in. x 78in.) and are suitable for couples or sharers as the
beds are divisible. Rooms are larger than Junior Suites at approx. 300 sq. ft.
Recommended for sharers.
The Suites are furnished with double beds (69 in. x 77 in.) and have canopy beds. The rooms are the largest in the
property at approx. 355 sq. ft.
Recommended for couples.
Pre-extensions are available in Genoa for those arriving early.
Notes: The tour requires a minimum number of participants to operate. The trip is subject to availability.

Price On Application
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Learn the art of Italian cooking and take a class with a top Michelin star chef at one of Rome’s top restaurants.
Choose between Rossellini’s in the Palazzo Avino or L’Olivo at Capri Palace, as your chef teaches you about the
flavours and ingredients behind one of the world’s most popular cuisines. Later, enjoy your creations from the
dining terraces as you take in the sights and smells of Rome below.

Prices start from £2,475 per person
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Visit Japan’s Tsukiji Fish Market accompanied by a Michelin-starred
sushi chef.
Your guide will teach you how to select the very best fish and seafood,
before transferring you to their restaurant for a private sushi making
class. Learn the art in creating this delicate cuisine, and enjoy your
creations at a special sushi lunch in the restaurant.

Prices start from £2,135 per person
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Famed for its rolling tea hills, take a tour through the Sri Lanka tea
plantations and try your hand at plucking your own leaves.
Let a private guide help you select the best leaves and teach you
about the historic Sri Lanka tea industry, before sampling the
freshly picked leaves in a fresh brew on the attractive tea terraces.

Prices start from £4,412 per person
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The Oscars (formerly The Academy Awards) is one of the most
glamorous and awe-inspiring events.
This annual American awards ceremony has been running since
1929 and honours cinematic achievements in the film industry
with winners being awarded a copy of the iconic statuette –
officially the Academy Award of Merit – that is better known by its
nickname ‘Oscar’.
First televised in 1953, the awards ceremony is now seen live in
more than 200 countries worldwide, is the oldest entertainment
awards ceremony and is widely considered to be the most
prestigious cinema awards ceremony in the world.
This February, as Hollywood celebrates the 88th Academy Awards,
we have access to some of the hottest after-show parties in town
hosted by A-List celebrities. This is your chance to mingle with
award winners and see what Hollywood stars get up to at the VIP
Oscars parties after the main event.
The Oscars after party will be full of A List celebrities and hosted
by Elton John.

Prices start from £6,500
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Join the stars in Hollywood and make your debut in a movie.
You’ll enjoy a private acting lesson with a top film star, learning
first-hand the skills and techniques required to become successful
in this glamorous industry.
Later, put your new skills to the test with a walk-on part in a top
budget movie, acting alongside the world’s biggest stars in this
iconic film town.

Price On Application
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We can supply very high-end bespoke properties in London’s key
areas. Land is acquired in desirable areas and our developer will
build a house to your personal specification or, if otherwise
required, resell exclusive properties in their portfolio to you.
These properties very rarely go on the public market and are
owned by celebrities, music stars, football players, etc.
We are notified as soon as a property becomes available. We pass
the information to our clients and can source properties if
required.

Prices between £2,000,000 - £10,000,000
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Destination: Italy
A fairy-tale-like programme, available for only a few selected
guests. Live like royalty at the luxurious Relais Tenuta di Biserno,
enjoy Andrea Bocelli's concert as a VIP, learn all about the famed
Supertuscans: explore the vineyards and cellars and savour
Tuscany's most scrumptious culinary treats.

Price On Application
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Destination: Forest Somewhere in Latvia
An unforgettable journey into the secrets of untamed northern
nature. "Nature Concert Hall" is a project by famous Latvian
musicians to explore the nature by means of music and lights
show. Taking place in the forests of the remotest corners of the
country, the concerts are always dedicated to some plant, bird or
insect species.

Price On Application
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Destination: Turkey
A thousand year old monastery turned into an exquisite hotel is
perfect for a romantic escape or a private occasion.

Price On Application
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Destination: Slovenia
An underground concert venue with the most amazing
atmosphere, known for its exceptional acoustics. A private
concert in between calcite curtains and stalactites.

Price On Application
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Welcome to the most exclusive and the only live supercar show in
the world.
Four days of excessiveness, luxury and sheer pleasure which saw
42,000 visitors come through the doors in 2015.
Supercars World Premieres with Vencer, Mazzanti, Mansory,
Delavilla and Savage Rivale - available for test drives on the
famous Monaco Grand Prix circuit.
Custom manufacturers featuring their latest creations are MTM
Klassen, Mansory, Hamman, ABT, MS Design and DMC Germany.
Top Marques is set to impress by being bigger, better and bolder.
See it! Drive it! Buy it!
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More than 105 exhibitors, among them luxury products dedicated
to women such as Mercedeh Shoes, luxury timepieces and
jewellery with Christine Escher, Sabbadini, Atelier I & L Bouissière
and HD Rare & Unique.
Top Marques Monaco is a wow show out of all proportion. An
amazing presentation of the most state-of-the-art and stunning
supercars, limited edition watches, super boats and luxury
products, surpassing all expectations. It is the most elite and
electrifying car show to be staged anywhere on earth; where
supercar cognoscenti and lovers of all things luxury congregate,
applaud and BUY.
But it is so much more than just a car show. Top Marques Monaco
is the only event in the world where VIPs get the chance to TEST
DRIVE the luxury vehicles on Monaco’s hair-raising Formula 1
circuit, parts of which are privatized throughout the exhibition.
Top Marques will take place from 14-17 April 2016.
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The show is traditionally held at the same time as Monaco’s Rolex
Masters Tennis Tournament, and many high net worth individuals
attend both events. The Monte Carlo Rolex Masters is a fan
favourite due to its magnificent location and long tradition of
champions. Monte Carlo Rolex Masters is one of the 9 most
important tournaments in the world with a total prize money pot
of €3,288,530.
With its tennis courts set in terraces overhanging the
Mediterranean sea, it offers the most incredible panorama of the
French Riviera. Enjoy the site’s beauty, the game quality and the
friendly atmosphere of this tournament where sport meets jet set.
Experience the close-up opportunity of truly living theemotions
and exhilarating rallies of some of the greatest world players.
In 2016 the tournament will run from 9-17 April.
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Exclusive 4 person Box VIP package:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Invitation card
Ticket booth VIP entrance
Your reserved seat in your 4 persons box on the central court, ideally situated
for the day of your choice
VIP Village pass
Engraved plate with your name and logo printed on your tickets (for a box
reservation in exclusivity for all the week only)
Gourmet lunch served by Lenôtre Cote D'azur at your reserved table in your
catering at the VIP restaurant within the tournament area with panoramic sea
view
Parking (1 for 4 persons) each day
Official programs and magazines
Souvenir gift
Hostess service

Tournament Consultant
Offer your collaborators an incredible tennis day ! In the morning, take part in a
tennis challenge with Fabrice Santoro as your instructor, and in the afternoon,
attend a major tournament game such as Rolland Garros or Monte Carlo alongside
Fabrice as your consultant. You will benefit from his technical, tactical and mental
analysis to follow matches of the greatest champions from a different point of view.
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La Grande Nuit Du Tennis
Cornucopia Events offers you the opportunity to participate as a
VIP at the prestigious ‘Grande nuit du Tennis’ of the Monte Carlo
Rolex Masters Tennis. This unique event will take place in Monaco
in the famous ‘Salle des Etoiles’. In the presence of the players, the
evening will be both spectacular and breath-taking because of the
sensational program of the evening.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Welcome by hostesses in the splendid Salle des Etoiles of
Monte Carlo Sporting
Installation at your reserved seat
High standard refined dinner with champagne and wines
included
Prestigious show
Presence of tennis players of Monte Carlo Tournament
Private parking
People Organisation assistance

We have access to VIP hospitality at the Monte Carlo Rolex
Masters Tennis and to the coolest Yacht and Roof-top/Terrace
Parties and events that take place during the show.
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VIP Package includes:
•

Accommodation 4 nights in hotel 4* or 5* in Monaco from April (double room with
breakfast)

•

Return coach transfer from airport to hotel

•

VIP badge for the Top Marques exhibition for Friday 15 April 2016

•

A Top Marques catalogue

•

Quality three course lunch with wine in the exclusive Top Marques Restaurant

•

Test drive of exceptional GT

•

“La Grande Nuit du Tennis” Gala dinner on Friday 15 April 2016 (wine and
champagne included). Dress Code: Evening dress, dark suit

•

Tickets for VIP Box (capacity 4 persons) ideally situated on the central court for
the Monte Carlo Rolex Master on Saturday 16 (semi-finals) and Sunday 17 April
2016 (Final)

•

Delicious lunch served by Lenôtre at your reserved table at the VIP restaurant
within the tournament area with panoramic sea view for Saturday and Sunday

•

Afternoon break served from 15:30 to 17:30 with sweet pieces and drinks
(champagne, wines or soft drinks) for Saturday and Sunday

•

Monte Carlo Rolex Masters souvenir gift and official program
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Prices are based on:
• minimum of 4 guests arriving in April
• visiting Top Marques on April “La Grande Nuit du Tennis” Gala dinner on Friday evening
• Monte Carlos Rolex Masters tennis on subject to availability at time of booking

•

£5,800 per person plus VAT based on Hotel Le Méridien Beach Plaza 4* (sea view)

•

£6,200 per person plus VAT based on Hotel Metropole 5*

•

£7,500 per person plus VAT based on Hotel Metropole 5* (Junior Suite)

•

£6,600 per person plus VAT based on Hotel Heritage 5* (Junior Suite)

•

Visit Top Marques Show on Thursday 14 April 2016: additional £70 per person plus VAT

•

Monte Carlo Rolex Masters tennis including lunch and afternoon break on Thursday 14
April: additional £500 per person plus VAT or Friday 15 April: additional £600 per person
plus VAT
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Private Plane for 8 to France:
Treat your staff, friends or family to a
luxurious day trip on a private plane to the
home of Champagne, in Reims.
From the airport your transfer will take to the
Vranken Pommery Champagne House for a
tour of their cellars, along with a tasting
session. This will be followed by lunch at the
Michelin starred Le Parc Restaurant, at the
prestigious Chateau Les Crayeres, à Relais
Chateaux Hotel located next to Vranken
Pommery House.
Lunch will be a stunning three-course meal,
inclusive of Champagne and wine. Enjoy the
rest of your afternoon in Reims at your leisure
to soak up the sunshine and culture before
your return journey to London.
An ideal celebration for a special occasion or a
creative way to incentivise staff!

Prices start from £1,043
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Private Breakfast on the Great Wall of China:
You and your guest will begin with coffee and croissants on
the Great Wall itself before enjoying a much broader
spread. You will be waited on by serving staff on the most
romantic and unique breakfast terrace as you take in the
magical scenery.
This trip includes two nights at the award-winning
Commune Hotel, an architectural wonder in its own right
which is set in the hills beneath the Wall. A hotel
representative will escort you to the private pathway up to
the wall, a 30-minute hike through verdant forest illumined
by the rays of the rising sun. You will also spend two nights
at the five-star Asia Hotel in Beijing, where you can shop
and explore the capital and its iconic landmarks, such as
the Summer Palace and Tiananmen Square.

Prices start from £1,137
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Tea w i t h t h e Royals i n B h u t a n
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Truly a ‘money can’t buy’ experience, mingle with the royals
and converse over afternoon tea with this exclusive invite.
Sitting among the attractive interior and intricate artwork
of the royal Bhutanese temples, you’ll enjoy delicate tea in
the finest china in true regal fashion.

Prices on Application
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Trip of a lifetime Ice Hotel Experience:
Spend the trip of a lifetime in the unique setting of the Ice Domes
Hotel in Norway’s Arctic Circle.
The Ice Hotel is so exclusive that there are only 7 guest rooms
available, so you'll definitely be the envy of all your friends.
Surrounded by snow, ice, and cozy furs, you can venture out of your
magical suite to watch the Northern Lights, go snowmobiling,
dogsledding, and other amazing activities in this winter wonderland.
In addition to one night’s stay in the ice hotel for two, the trip
includes a night in Tromso at the Clarion Edge hotel, all transfers and
a guided tour of the ice domes.

Prices start from £1,557
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Lunch with Mr Lamboghini:
Visit the Lamborghini factory in Sant’Agata and its private
collection for a very special rendezvous. Mr Lamborghini
doesn’t grant lunch to just anyone.
Fabio Lamborghini, the nephew of the company’s founder,
will take you out to his favourite local restaurant and regale
you with stories from the past and present of this most
exotic and Italian of supercar builders.
Included in the trip is a night’s stay for two at a four star
hotel in Modena.

Prices start from £837
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Arrive into Palma in Mallorca where you'll be greeted by a Champagne reception by your crew on-board this
luxury sailing yacht, the crew will cater for all your needs over theweekend.
You'll spend the day cruising the stunning coastline of Mallorca and its beautiful bays, with the chance to have
a light lunch and drink on-board or head off to some of the stunning clifftop restaurants. Heading back to port
in evening to take in the fabulous nightlife and restaurants of Palma, before spending the night on-board. You'll
have 2 days on-board and one night, the following day your crew will prepare you a continental breakfast onboard before you can continue a full day’s sailing the coastline, before departing in the evening.

Prices start from £503
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Private Motor Yacht on the French Rivera:
Spend a luxurious weekend in the South of France with a group of up to 10 friends. You'll head to Cannes
and board your own fully crewed private motor yacht. Spend the day cruising along the Riviera stopping off
in iconic bays giving you the chance to try out some celebrity lunch spots, in Cannes or Monaco before
cruising back to port.
After your day at sea enjoy the evening in a luxury 5* Le Méridien hotel located on the promenade in Nice.
Following breakfast you'll have the chance to either relax by the pool or explore the South of France. The
hotel perfectly situated between St Tropez and the Principality of Monaco.

Prices start from £450
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Private yacht c h a r t e r in t h e Amazon
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Cruise through the jungle waterways of the Amazon on a luxury yacht,
as you pass through untouched sandy beaches and tree-blanketed
banks where monkeys swing from branch to branch.
Enjoy gourmet food on board, and toast the Amazon with a sundowner
cocktail on the yacht’s deck.

Prices on Application
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C r u i s i n g a b o a r d t h e MV G r a c e
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Embark upon a wildlife adventure as you spend your
honeymoon cruising around the Galapagos Islands
aboard the regal MV Grace.
Christened by her late owner, Princess Grace of Monaco,
this elegant 140ft yacht will take you on an intimate
experience to the most secluded spots of the Galapagos,
bringing you face-to-face with some of the world’s rarest
species. Wind through mangrove estuaries, lava groves
and remote beaches, letting your naturalist guide
educate you along the way.

Prices start from £125,000 per person
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A truly unique experience! This full throttle trip is designed to bring together a group of like-minded and
adventure loving car enthusiasts to create memories and friendships that will last a lifetime.
Enjoy a four-day action packed supercar rally for two from Monaco to Marbella, including 5* luxury hotel stays,
private dining, three course gourmet dinners with premium wines included and exciting activities in various
stunning locations on the way to Marbella. You also have to option of hiring your own supercar!

Prices start from £3,840
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The Adventure of a Lifetime:
Be one of the few on earth that have flown
into the interior of Antarctica. Antarctica has
no permanent inhabitants, and the interior is
only usually accessible to scientists and
explorers.
Departing from Cape Town you will fly over
the Southern Ocean and the amazing Icebergs
in a private jet before crossing into the
Antarctic Circle and landing on the ice. You
will be transported from there to a temporary
guesthouse, and be given the opportunity to
do a number of unique activities on the ice
including being escorted by a polar guide to
Nunatak Mountain.
The day will finish up with a fabulous
champagne dinner. You will spend
approximately 10 hours on the ground in
Antarctica, so there is plenty of time absorb
and appreciate the magnificent landscape you
are in!

Prices start from £14,394
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Disconnect yourself from civilisation and go camping under
the stars in a dome tent in Antarctica.
Here you are free to explore the vast open terrains and go penguin
spotting in the wilderness, sleeping under the illuminations of the
Aurora Australis (Southern Lights) overhead if you’re lucky.

Prices start from £81,123 per person
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The property itself holds the keys to a wonderful story – that of a noble father who built the villa for
his daughter, before the space fell into ruin. It took a new owner with a passion for renovation and a
respect for history to lovingly restore the villa to its former glory. Well, it’s former glory plus some,
as the ancient villa now has carefully considered architecture and clever technology such as
touch-button heating and lighting, smart automation and state-of-the-art security systems to
ensure absolute comfort for guests.
With 8 bedrooms, there’s plenty of room for up to 16 people, and a dedicated concierge service
will ensure everyone can choose leisure options to suit their mood. All housekeeping will be taken
care of, leaving you free to enjoy the heated private pool, cinema room and pool table. There’s also a
fitness centre onsite so you can work out in the luxurious surrounds before taking a quiet stroll
through the village or simply kicking back with a book.
Along the Etruscan coast you can taste fine Italian wines from Chianti vineyards, source fresh
Italian produce, explore castles and enjoy delightful beaches and villages nestled along the
craggy coastline.
The villa is conveniently located one hour from the Pisa international airport and Grosseto private
airport.

Prices start from £1,350
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Stunning Loire Valley Chateau Retreat:
Your own French chateau in central France for the ultimate group trip. Up to 18 guests can be accommodated
across 9 rooms on a 9-hectare property in the Loire Valley, surrounded by manicured gardens and peaceful
woodlands.
There’ll be full housekeeping services to make sure everyday chores become a distant memory, and plenty of
recreation space will keep everyone happily relaxed and entertained. Take a cooling dip in the private pool,
jump on the trampoline, get in on some fun competition in the games room, or take a swing on the driving
range. You can also play badminton, frisbee, croquet, outdoor table tennis, and French boule sport pétanque.
After a day of activity, kick back in the cocktail lounge before dinner in the medieval dining cave. Stay for a 3night mini break, or choose a leisurely 5 or 7-night stay for a healthy dose of R&R.

Prices start from £293
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Treat a group of up to 10 staff, friends, family or clients to an exciting and fun filled charter experience aboard
a Sunseeker powerboat in the Solent.
Charter destinations can include the shores of the Isle of Wight or the Gunwharf Quays in Portsmouth to name
a few.
Your skipper and crew are there to ensure every aspect of your Sunseeker trip is delivered to the highest level
with meticulous attention to detail as you enjoy drinks on board with your guests.
Prices start from £144
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Luxury Trip at Thula Thula South African Reserve:
Spend an amazing four day or six day trip for two at the
luxury Thula Thula Game Reserve in South Africa. Thula
Thula was founded by famed conservationist and best selling
author, Lawrence Anthony, also know as the ‘Elephant
Whisperer’.
You will get the chance to spend time with Laurence’s
amazing elephant herd and hear the amazing stories of how
they were rescued. You will stay in stunning accommodation
in complete luxury, with gourmet food included.

Prices start from £1,770
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Spend a whole week on an exotic, semi-deserted island with
entrepreneurial gurus Sir Richard Branson and Joe Polish. An allinclusive investment in your entrepreneurial future includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Brainstorming sessions with Sir Richard Branson and Joe
Polish
Deluxe accommodation
All meals and drinks including alcohol
Return motor launch transfers from Virgin Gorda or Tortola
(Beef Island) airports
A team of approximately 60 fabulous staff
Two freshwater pools plus huge hot tub
Two beaches
Two floodlit tennis courts
Windsurfing and kite surfing equipment
Kayaks, water-skiing and snorkelling equipment
Fishing supplies (not deep sea)
Extensive video, book and music libraries
Board games
Full sized snooker table
Laundry facilities
Business facilities
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Getting there
The closest international airport is on Tortola / Beef Island which is accessed from
San Juan, Barbados or Antigua. From Tortola / Beef Island, a private motor launch will
make the 30-minute transfer to the Island. Alternatively, a helicopter transfer can be
arranged per your preference.
Experiences
Numerous water sports, tennis, sailing, fishing, beach Olympics, snooker, swimming,
dozing in a hammock by the water's edge, to name a few. Just let us know your
favourite activities and we'll organise it for you.
Sir Richard Branson will be with the group for the entire week. You will have a chance
to talk to him, have daily meetings and discuss new business projects as well as play
and eat together. You will be part of a group of up to 28 people.
Food and beverages
Each evening is an adventure as guests dine at some of the most stunning locations
around the island – beach BBQs on Turtle Beach, sushi in the pool or Gala evenings at
Sunset Point.
Suggested attire
Anything you’d like! The weather should be absolutely beautiful so feel free to lounge
around in your swimwear all day every day!

Prices start from £50,000
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Destination: Anywhere
At home on the seven seas, discovering new horizons. Exclusivity
included.

Price On Application
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Destination: Indonesia
A cosy few days of bonding with family on a petite jewel in the
Thousand Islands in the Java Sea.

Price On Application
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Welcome to paradise. Tiny Laucala Island in Fiji is the
picture-perfect deserted hideaway, where clear-as-glass
waters hug the coast and coconut palms decorate its
perfect white sands.
Owned by the Red Bull family, Laucala is an exclusively
private resort, with just a handful of villas scattered across
its tropical terrain. Follow the jungle trails through the
rainforest, plunge into the colourful marine world just offshore, enjoy a romantic pamper session at the spa, or sip
cocktails on the beach at sunset as you and your partner lap
up paradise.

Prices start from £29,500 per person
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Arrive by helicopter into New Zealand’s only tented lodge,
hidden in a remote valley where a river meanders through
the hills.
Offering exclusive mountain living, spend your days in the
great outdoors, game spotting or fly-fishing in the remote
wilderness. During the cooler months, when snow blankets
the surroundings hills, retreat to your lodge for a romantic
soak in the jacuzzi, or cosy up around a log fire under the
stars.

Prices start from £4,750 per person
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Destination: Everywhere
Be that dinosaur fossil hunting at the Flaming Cliffs, spending a
night in a luxury eco-lodge in the Sahara Desert or admiring
legendary architecture of ancient kingdoms, all the most exotic,
difficult-to-reach and fascinating places on Earth are waiting to be
discovered.

Price On Application
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Destination: The World
Time to release the nomadic spirit moving to live on a ship. Pure
bliss suitable for anyone with an undying quest for knowledge
laced with a thirst for adventure.

Price On Application
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Explore Aboriginal Arnhem l a n d
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Get a unique insight into Australian nature and history
with this private helicopter safari in the northern region
of Arnhem Land, home to indigenous people for tens of
thousands of years.
Your guide, Sab Lord, grew up on his family’s buffalo station on
land which is now the Kakadu National Park, and provides in
depth knowledge of the rich wildlife which abounds in this
World Heritage Site. Sab’s relationship with the local Aboriginal
communities also means that you’ll get to meet people whose
culture has existed here for millennia.

Prices start from £9,995 per person
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H o t air balloon over Myanmar
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Travel over the domes and temples of Myanmar on a hot air
balloon journey across the country.
On this exclusive tour, you’ll fly via balloon to a new destination
each day, making stops to sleep and explore everywhere you go.
Soak up the views from every angle, and take in Myanmar’s
scenic landscapes and glorious horizons from vantage points
unseen by most.

Prices start from £22,680 per person
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Experience t h e sardine r u n
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The sardine run of southern Africa is one of the most
extraordinary phenomena in nature, when shoals comprising
millions of individuals travel up the east coast of South Africa
and stir the ocean’s predators into a feeding frenzy.
Dolphins, sea birds, game fish and sharks flock to feed on the
‘bait balls’ of migrating fish, and you’ll experience it all from
above and below the surface; you’ll also see humpback whales,
embarking on their own annual migration while the chaos
ensues around them.

Price On Application
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Our Disney Escort greets your little princess at your
door in a private vehicle and whisks her away to the
Magic Kingdom.
With a wave of her magic wand – plus a few tools of the trade –
your little girl’s very own Fairy Godmother-in-training will turn
her into a princess! It’s all in a day’s work at Bibbidi Bobbidi
Boutique, owned by Cinderella’s Fairy Godmother and operated by
her skilled apprentices.
The Disney Princess Experience includes hairstyling, shimmering
make-up, face gem, princess sash and tote, nail polish, complete
costume of your little girl’s choice plus accessories and, tohelp
commemorate this wonderful experience, one 6" x 8" and four 4" x
6" photos will be presented in a princess-themed holder.
The package also provides VIP seating for parades, select stage
shows and night-time spectaculars. A flexible start time of your
choosing is available.
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Private Tea Party
A tea party where your princess will cherish the company of our
wonderful Disney Princesses: Cinderella, Snow White, Princess
Jasmine and many more!
Swim With Dolphins
Make a friend that will live in your daughter's heart forever
when she experiences a one-on-one dolphin encounter! She will
also learn about dolphin behaviour and communication. After
wading into the dolphin lagoon, your daughter will come nose to
bottlenose with one of these fascinating and intelligent animals
before holding onto its fin and enjoying the ride of a lifetime!
The Grand Reef Experience
Surprises abound. Families can seek discoveries along the water’s
edge or cross a bridge to see sharks swimming below. Play hideand-seek with thousands of beautiful fish, from small colourful
wrasses to velvety rays. Further out in the reef, stunning habitats
create the feeling of swimming right alongside sharp-toothed reef
sharks safely behind glass. You can even take paths and bridges to
the reef’s islands and hidden grottos as they delve into the reef
from above, around and below.
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SeaVenture at The Grand Reef
SeaVenture is a once-in-a-lifetime underwater walking tour with
no SCUBA certification required. You’ll feel right at home under
the sea where you’ll find up-close excitement around every corner,
each step yielding a new discovery. Easily climbing down a ladder
and setting foot on the reef floor, you’ll come eye-to-eye with
sharks through a full, 8-foot-tall, 21-foot long panoramic windows.
During the journey, you’ll experience one-on-one touches with
unique animals, schools of fish and velvety rays and even touch
unique sea life found along the way. The adventure ends with
schools of fish feeding around you with the massive open reef as
the backdrop.
Private Air Balloon Flight with Captain Thompson and his Team
Hot Air Balloon Flights are conducted seven days a week at
sunrise. Float effortlessly across the pristine beauty of Florida.
Venture into untouched areas and experience nature in all its
glory. Capt. Thompson is a 38 year veteran balloon pilot. As a
resident of Florida for over 18 years, his knowledge of the area is
an education in itself and his skills as a pilot will simply astound
and amaze you.
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Grand Movie Making Experience
We can hire the best Video Crew/Directors of Photography in
America. Our crew are all staff directors of photography, highly
trained with years of experience, and provide the very best gear in
the industry. Every camera crew travels with a full gear package,
including high definition cameras, sound package, HMI lighting
and wide angle lenses. We also take care of the post production by
hiring experienced editors, well versed in high definition editing
as well as colour correction, graphics and animation. Once a
project is finished, our editors are able to create a personalized
DVD.
Note: There are some restrictions on the type of cameras used
within Disney World limits, hence some activities would not be
possible to shoot with TV cameras.

Prices start from £100,000 and upwards depending on
the level of customisation required.
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Destination: Lapland
Journey to a real winter fairy tale, a private meeting with Santa
Claus and an Elf-escorted visit to his village with official post
office.

Price On Application

235
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Destination: UK
London through Harry Potter's eyes. Visit to Gloucester and
Oxford where prime city locations were transformed in the films
into Hogwarts School, followed by a visit to The Warner Bros.
Studio London - The Making of Harry Potter which showcases a
huge array of beautiful sets, costumes and props.

Price On Application
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Abbey Road Studios is the most famous recording studio complex
in the world located at 3 Abbey Road, London, England.
They have an unparalleled history of recording, having worked
with some of the world's most celebrated artists, producers,
composers and orchestras. They excel in recording, mixing,
editing, mastering and audio restoration. Their facilities are some
of the best in the world with award-winning engineers, wonderful
acoustic rooms, an unrivalled microphone collection and a highly
sought-after mixture of unique, historic audio equipment and
cutting-edge recording technology. The studios are also a unique
venue and host a limited number of exclusive events per annum.
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Experience
Getting a single recorded at the famous Abbey Studios with one of the
legendary music producers.
Option 1: You could record to a backing track: you could sing alone in
the studio with the producer at the controldesk.
Option 2: Your rock band will learn the song in advance, rehearse it and
then play it in the studio, which would take time. This option is with a
band who would learn the song beforehand and play it with you in the
studio (All musicians are top pro's). This will be a radio quality product!
Note:
• We can have the whole experience filmed and/ or photographed at
an additional cost.
• Immediate deposit is required (non refundable) to book the studio
and pay the producer in advance as he is quite busy. The producer is
legendary and has worked with some of the biggest names in rock
music, including Led Zeppelin, Elton John, etc.
• If for any unforeseen reason, the recording has to be rescheduled
from your side, then we will try our best to reschedule the same,
subject to studios’ and producers’ availability. In case of a
cancellation, the deposit would be forfeited.
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Abbey Road Studios is most closely associated with the Beatles,
who recorded almost all of their albums and singles there
between 1962 and 1970. The Beatles named their 1969 album,
“Abbey Road”, after the street where the studio is located (the
recording studio would only be named Abbey Road after the
Beatles record in 1970). The pedestrian zebra crossing outside the
studio has become a place of pilgrimage for Beatles fans from all
over the world. It has been a long-standing tradition for visitors to
pay homage to the band by writing on the wall in front of the
building, although it is painted over monthly.

Price On Application
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Have your own Private four Aircraft Aerobatic Air Display:
When it comes to unique it doesn't get much more special than this.
Not just the reserve of Royalty or international air shows. You can have your own private air display,
anywhere in the UK. They will fly to your home, work, or a venue of your choice to perform a unique display
for your birthday, wedding, corporate party, for 1000's or just for you and a loved one.
This display team travels the world to perform for 100,000 every year, several of the pilots have previously
served in the red arrows, this is an incredible opportunity to have them for yourself.
They will even send along a commentator who can talk your assembled guests through this choreographed
performance, and help make your special day even more unique.

Prices start from £8,394
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Milan
Another season of Milan fashion and the city's fashion designers are here to give you tonnes of that
traditional Italian sex appeal and colour, as well as sophisticated doses of ladylikeglamour.
Paris
We can take you to some of the most avant-garde creative minds on the fashion circuit and whether its
Givenchy's tribal parade, Dior's contemporary hommes or Valentino's daring denim suits, Paris Fashion
Week proves once again that it is truly the capital of fashion.
New York
New York Fashion Week is held in February and September of each year in New York City and is one of four
major fashion weeks held around the world. NYC Fashion Runway offers classic, up-and-coming fashion
designers a unique runway, press and brand opportunities.
Rio
Check out the new collections of some of the very prominent Brazilian designers at Rio Fashion Week and
see for yourself what Rio brings to the world of fashion with its trends and innovative visions.
We have access to top fashion shows and designers in Milan, Paris, New York and Rio; it's possible to get
private showings from designers and cocktails or even a tête-à-tête with them. We have all this plus a lot
more exciting options for you to take in all the action from the fashion shows including front row seating,
backstage access and parties.

Prices start from £20,000
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Destination: Italy
Be that the top bag manufacturer supplying to all brands, the
ultimate shoe maker in Italy or Louis Vuitton factory, the most
bespoke “by invitation only” shopping arrangements are possible
under guidance of the local nobility.

Price On Application
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Girls VIP day out in London:
Hit the town with your 5 girlfriends. You'll have your own celebrity stylist in tow, who will work with your
brief and take you around London's most fashionable stores and boutiques, with Champagne flowing!
On top of this we will give you a Bond Street Goodie Bag, Unique Discounts and private access to the Angel
Suite at Victoria Secret, a bra fitting expect consultation, and make up makeover at Charlotte Tilbury with
spending money.
You'll head to the House of Elemis for a Skin Lab Analysis and expert advice, finishing your day with a cocktail
class, a mixologist will give you his tips on creating the best cocktails and sampling some too, of course!

Prices start from £257
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VIP shopping day in London:
Shop till you drop with a VIP shopping trip in Bond Street, London! Start the day with a gourmet breakfast for
two served at one of Bond Street’s classy stores and then begin your private tour. You'll get exclusive VIP access
to private suites in fashionable stores such as Burberry, Dior, Victoria’s Secret, and many more. Plus there will be
a celebrity stylist on hand. Your ultimate shopping experience will be followed by a 3 course lunch with
champagne at a luxury 5* hotel, plus a makeover by a world famous makeup brand. To remind you of your very
special day you'll also receive a luxury Bond Street gift bag including a voucher towards a pair of Jimmy Choo
shoes.

Prices start from £897
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Spend a day with a top fashion designer – such as Vera
Wang – in the world’s most iconic shopping city.
Let the designer curate your wardrobe and educate you on
the best styles and designs to suit you, providing you with
a wealth of fashion knowledge – not to mention some
beautiful new items – to take home with you.

Prices start from £16,500 per person
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Discover Australia’s own brands alongside the country’s
relationship with iconic international names, such as the
history of Tiffany’s Australian-sourced stones.
Enjoy a visit to Paspaley, Australia’s oldest and largest
pearling company and the world’s leading producer of
South Sea pearls, where you’ll be granted exclusive access
to a private showing by a member of the Paspaley family.

Prices start from £2,690 per person
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Patek Philippe are the world’s most prestigious
watchmakers, crafting luxury timepieces from their
headquarters in Geneva and Zurich since 1851.
Now you can take a private tour through their Watch
Museum, have a personal consultation in their famous
boutique, and, in association with the famous jewellers
Bucherer, meet artisan watch-makers who can create a
personal luxury timepiece just for you.

Prices on Application
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Destination: Slovenia
A peaceful paradise in the Alps at an altitude of nearly 900m with
fascinating views over the mountains and Croatia and Italy being
just a stone's throw away. The perfect place in quiet and pristine
nature for finding the inner balance.

Price On Application
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Destination: Latvia
A magically soothing procedure with salt rubs, chocolate rubs and
ice cold dips, based on ancient knowledge about the healing
power of plants.

Price On Application
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Expose yourself to ancient wisdom within the beautiful gardens of a
Buddhist temple, not usually open to the public, where you’ll be
introduced to the world of Zen meditation by a senior monk.
In this serene setting, you’ll take your first steps on the path to
enlightenment and gain an insight into the nature of existence as told
by the Zen tradition. You’ll also get the opportunity to experience other
aspects of traditional Japanese culture by taking calligraphy lessons
and taking part in the famous Japanese tea ceremony.

Prices start from £750 per person
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Ramona Braganza with pampering at L’Occitane Spa
Recognised as one of the top personal trainers in the world and
the Number 1 trainer in Hollywood, Ramona is the personal
trainer to celebrities such as Jessica Alba, Halle Berry, Anne
Hathaway, Scarlett Johansson, Bradley Cooper, Jessica Biel, Kate
Beckinsale and Ryan Reynolds.
Her 321 Training Program is a proprietary combination of core,
cardio and circuit exercises that has worked on some of the
biggest stars in Hollywood.
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The Experience includes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workout sessions by Ramona.
Gourmet meals by Devigarh.
Gala Diner by a hatted chef.
Dinner on the dunes, with unusual entertainment like 'Ballet on the Sands'
or 'Desert Opera'.
Possibility of cooking demos based on healthy, but decadent dining.
Possibility of cocktails with Shriji Arvind Singhji of Mewar, and/or Padmaja.

Get pampered at The Terre Spa by L’Occitane at Devi Garh Bylebua, Udaipur
Operational in September 2010, la Terre Spa by L’Occitane at Devi Garh by
Lebua boasts a wellness journey that extends from the Palace Terraces to
Poolside Cabanas to the indoor Treatment rooms of the Spa and to the
neighbouring hills. Incorporating local fruits and flowers with natural
L’OCCITANE products, the Spa features treatments that draw inspiration from
the best of the East and the West, creating a true natural Indian Mediterranean
fusion wellbeing experience.
Besides the extensive Spa treatment menu, while taking a treatment in one of
our Spa Cabanas, guests will be spoilt with a choice of a view of the majestic
palace, or an enchanting Indian village or India’s oldest mountain range, the
Aravalli Hills.
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La Terre Spa by L’Occitane was nominated within 2 months of operation at
the Asia Spa Awards, Hong Kong 2010 and again at the Asia Spa Awards,
India 2012 and has been selected as amongst Asia’s Best Destination Spas
by Conde Nast Traveller and as amongst the top 18 Spa Sojourns in Asia by
Travel and Leisure.
Devi Garh Palace Hotel, Udaipur
Devi Garh by lebua is a stunning hill-top fort palace that has been
fantastically restored into a luxurious, sophisticated and impossibly
romantic retreat. Nestled in the Aravali hills, 28 kilometres away from the
bustle of Udaipur, this all suite luxury resort assumes the look of new
India with an emphasis on design and detail. The interior of the 18th
century fort palace of Delwara has been transformed in a minimalist
contemporary manner while conserving the ancient exterior.
The 1200 sq. ft. Devi Garh Suite and the Palace Suite, which together form
the Presidential Complex, share a stunning black marble swimming pool.
The larger, Devi Garh by lebua, Udaipur Suite has its own private sun deck,
Jacuzzi and balconies with a glorious view.

Price On Application
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The chance of a lifetime
We are delighted to be able to bring to you the golfers dream! The
Masters has long been heralded as the most exclusive tournament
in the golfing calendar and having played host to the 76th Masters
Tournament, Augusta National is arguably the greatest golf course
on the planet. Its exclusivity and extremely limited membership
means playing it is just a pipe dream to almost all of us.
However, through our extensive contact base experience, we are
now in a position to make this dream a reality. In just a few
months’ time you could be flying over to Augusta, driving down
Magnolia Lane and tackling Amen Corner.
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Overview
Your day at Augusta will be spent in the company of one of their members and his guest. Their
knowledge and standing within the club will enable you to get the very best out of the experience.
Introductory Dinner
On the evening before you play at Augusta, you will be collected from your chosen hotel by the member’s
guest and dine at one of Augusta’s best-known restaurants. The dinner will enable you to get to know each
other and also give you the opportunity to ask any questions. The member’s guest will go through the
itinerary for the next day before taking you back to your hotel.
The Day Itself
You will be collected from your hotel by the member’s guest and taken to Augusta National Golf Club. On
arrival you will be met by the member and enjoy coffee and refreshments in the famous Clubhouse. Feel free
to visit the Pro Shop and buy a shirt or other memento of the day.
At your leisure, you will warm up on the tournament practice facilities, quite possibly the best in the world.
March over to the putting green to try and get to grips with the pace and roll of Augusta's infamous greens.
Then the dream! Make your way to the first tee to start the round of your life. You've watched many a Masters
tournament over the years and wondered what it's like to stand on that first tee thinking of all the challenges
that lay ahead, well here's your chance to tackle them.
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The Day Itself
Enjoy what is a true golfers dream and plot your way round the manicured course, soak up all Augusta
National has to offer and savour every second. On completion of your round, you will be invited to join the
member and his guest for lunch in the Clubhouse. Rumoured to have one of the most extensive wine lists in
the southern USA, enjoy the opportunity to relax and relive your favourite moments.
Following lunch, you will be given a tour of the clubhouse, the library where they hold the Champions Dinner
on the Tuesday night of Masters Week, the locker room, the Champions locker room and trophy room.
It's time to put on your golf shoes again and march over to the Par 3 Course. Situated on the right side of the
tenth tee and as famous as the course itself, thanks to the traditional Wednesday Par 3 Tournament, you have
the chance to enjoy another part of Augusta National in all its glory. With none of the 9 holes measuring more
than 140 yards, this is the ultimate test in touch and finesse. With slopping greens and plenty of water, it may
be short but it certainly has its defences. You will get a chance to play on the course with a Green Jacket
winner.
At the end of this ultimate day of golfing paradise, you will be taken back to yourhotel.
Cornucopia Events can also arrange accommodation for this prestigious experience.

Prices start from £100,000 and £150,000 to play with a Green Jacket winner
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Augusta National Golf Club is the home of the US Masters, one of the
most prestigious tournaments in the golfing calendar.
This is an exclusive opportunity to hit a round on the course in
Georgia with a professional golfer, retracing the steps of legends of the
sport like Jack Nicklaus and Tiger Woods. You’ll get tips on your game
from the very best, and get a glimpse of what it’s like to be competing
for the iconic green jacket.

Prices start from £79,000 per person
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Cornucopia Events offers an exclusive bespoke fishing adventure on the
Lainio River in Swedish Lapland.
This adventure gives you private access to the best pools and beats on the
legendary “Onka” pool. Onka offers world class salmon fishing with
significant chances of catching that 20 pound salmon.
We trek winding forest roads and paths that take us to these abundant
salmon waters and secret pools. Expect to fish new waters daily, casting for
the native Torne river valley trophy Salmon.
Our base camp is a high standard wilderness camp, beautifully located
close to the Lainio River. The camp offers high quality service with single
rooms, wood-heated sauna and outdoor Jacuzzi. We have also access to a
safari tent camp situated on the on the edge of the Onka pool.
Our private chef provides us with haute cuisine with its roots in the
tradition and products of Swedish Lapland. We take great care to select the
right wines and other suitable beverages with all our meals.
A rewarding close-to-nature stay and heart-racing fishing adventure in the
vast wilderness of Swedish Lapland.
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Day 1
• Arrival Pick up at Luleå airport/Kittilä airport
• Bus transfer to the wilderness camp in Kangos (approx. 3 h)
• Dinner, haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland Introduction and
presentation
Days 2-5
• Breakfast
• Salmon fishing, we travel by car and try different pools along the
rivers, boat fishing
• Lunch and coffee served by the camp fire Sauna
• Dinner, and haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland
Day 6
• Breakfast
• Bus transfer to Luleå /Kittilä Airport

Prices start from £4,100 per person
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Cornucopia Events offers a Bespoke fishing adventure in the vast
wilderness of Swedish Lapland. Your adventure will future
everything from grayling fishing in pristine nature preserves to
high alpine streams and crystal clear lakes close to the world
heritage Laponia. Our teeming waters offer world-class fishing,
and here you have the chance to set new records.
The accommodation during your stay will be in a comfortable tent
camps, mountain cabins and hotels, during this adventure
regardless if we are in the mountains or in the comfortable
mountain camp we will serve locally sourced food with local
flavour - haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland.
An authentic and rewarding adventure in one of the last true
wilderness areas of Europe.
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Day 1
• Pick up at Luleå airport
• Check in the cabin
• Grayling fishing in streams and lakes
• Lunch served by the campfire
• Grayling and trout fishing in streams and lakes
• Sauna
• Dinner haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland
Day 2-3
• Breakfast
• Grayling fishing
• Lunch and coffee is served by the camp fire
• Fishing in streams and lakes
• Dinner haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland
• Night fishing for trout grayling
• Accommodation in cabin
Day 4
• Breakfast
• Car transfer to the helicopter point
• Helicopter transfer to the mountains
• Dinner haute cuisine of Swedish Lapland
• Night fishing for trout and arctic char in streams and mountain lakes
• Tent or cabin accommodation

Price On Application
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Destination: Scotland
An executive lounge in the Club Deck at the Ibrox Stadium, home
of Rangers F.C., with breath-taking views of the stadium and direct
access to the stand. A champagne and canape reception, a
sumptuous five course meal while watching the game, followed by
an exclusive meeting with the heroes of the day.

Price On Application
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Sailing for 8 with an Olympian:
This unique experience gives you and seven guests the opportunity to join an Olympic sailor, who will be
your skipper and teacher for the duration, with additional crew on-board.
They will be on hand to give you expert tuition in the basics of sailing before heading out on The Solent with
them. All levels of sailing are catered for whether you're a complete beginner or a salty sea dog.
Lunch is included, with the opportunity to quiz your Olympian on life in an elite sport, whilst soaking upthe
delectable Cowes atmosphere.

Prices start from £618.75
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There’s no more glamorous setting than Monaco for what is arguably the
world’s most glamorous sport, and this Grand Prix, as one third of the ‘Triple
Crown’ of motorsport’s most prestigious events, has the substance to match its
considerable style.
The views of the track across the harbour are as recognisable as Monte Carlo’s
casino, and the many drivers who have made Monaco their home have added to
the principality’s status as an iconic location for motorsport.

Prices start from £23,430 per person
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Contact us
www.nobiss.net
info@nobiss.net
+39 339 9725373 / +39 331 5313985
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EXPERIENCE

